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Introduction
Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6), specified in [RFC5213], provides network
based mobility management to hosts connecting to a PMIPv6 domain.
PMIPv6 introduces two new functional entities, the Local Mobility
Anchor (LMA) and the Mobile Access Gateway (MAG). The MAG is the
entity detecting Mobile Node’s (MN) attachment and providing IP
connectivity. The LMA is the entity assigning one or more Home
Network Prefixes (HNPs) to the MN and is the topological anchor for
all traffic belonging to the MN.
PMIPv6 allows an MN to connect to the same PMIPv6 domain through
different interfaces. The "logical interface" at the IP layer may
enable packet transmission and reception over different physical
media. This technique can be used to achieve flow mobility, i.e.,
the movement of selected flows from one access technology to another.
It is assumed that an IP layer interface can simultaneously and/or
sequentially attach to multiple MAGs (possibly over multiple media).
This document specifies a protocol between the LMA and MAGs for
distributing specific traffic flows on different physical interfaces.
This document assumes that a "logical interface" at the Mobile Node
is capable of supporting traffic flows from different physical
interfaces regardless of the assigned prefixes on those physical
interfaces.
In particular, this document specifies how to manage "flow mobility"
state in the PMIPv6 network (i.e. LMAs and MAGs), namely creation,
refresh and cancel operation. Flow mobility is is controlled and
initiated by the LMA. The trigger causing the LMA to initiate a flow
mobility operation is out of scope of this specification.

2.

Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC2119 [RFC2119].
The following terms used in this document are defined in the Proxy
Mobile IPv6 [RFC5213]:
Local Mobility Agent (LMA).
Mobile Access Gateway (MAG).
Proxy Mobile IPv6 Domain (PMIPv6-Domain).
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LMA Address (LMAA).
Proxy Care-of Address (Proxy-CoA).
Home Network Prefix (HNP).
The following terms are defined and used in this document:
FMI (Flow Mobility Initiate). Message sent by the LMA to create,
refresh or cancel flow mobility state in the MAG. It conveys the
information required to manage the flow mobility in a PMIPv6Domain.
FMA (Flow Mobility Acknowledge). Message sent by the MAG in reply to
an FMI message. It provides feedback about the result of a flow
mobility creation, refresh or cancel operation requested in the
FMI message.
FMC (Flow Mobility Cache). Conceptual data structure maintained by
the LMA and the MAG to support the flow mobility management
operations described in this document.

3.

Prefix model
Flow mobility assumes simultaneous access to more than one network,
in a contrast to a typical handover where connectivity to a physical
medium is relinquished, and is re-established with another. There
are multiple prefix models under which a flow mobility protocol needs
to work:
1.

At the time of a new attachment, the MN obtains a new prefix or a
new set of prefixes. This is the default behavior with RFC 5213.

2.

At the time of a new attachment, the MN obtains the same prefix
or the same set of prefixes as already assigned to an existing
session. This is not the default behavior in RFC 5213, and the
LMA needs to be able to provide the same assignment even for the
simultaneous attachment (as opposed to the handover scenario
only).

3.

At the time of a new attachment, the MN obtains a combination of
prefix(es) in use and new prefix(es). This is a hybrid of the
above two scenarios. The local policy determines whether the new
prefix is exclusive to the new attachment or it can be assigned
to an existing attachment as well.

Among the above, scenario 2 needs extensions to RFC 5213 signaling at
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the time of a new attachment. Subsequently, no further signaling may
be necessary between the LMA and the MAG. The scenario 1 requires
flow mobility signaling whenever the LMA determines the need for
relocating flows between the different attachments. The scenario 3
requires flow mobility signaling whenever the LMA determines the need
for relocating flows for the new prefix(es) which are not shared
across attachments.
In all the scenarios, the MAGs should be aware of the prefixes for
which the MN is going to receive traffic. As a result of a flow
mobility operation, these prefixes might not be limited to those
delegated by the MAG upon attachment of the connected interface, and
therefore signalling is required.
The extensions described in this document support any of the three
aforemention prefix models.

4.

Flow mobility scenarios
Flow mobility signaling takes place whenever the LMA decides to move
a flow from one access to another. At this point, either the prefix
corresponding to the flow is already valid on the target MAG, or it
needs to be signaled. If the prefix is already valid, then the LMA
simply relocates the flow to the target MAG; no specific signaling is
required. For convenience, this scenario is called "shared prefix"
scenario.
If, at the time LMA decides to perform flow handover, the prefix
corresponding to the flow is not valid on the target MAG, the LMA
decides invoke flow mobility signaling specified in this document.
For convenience, this scenario is called "unique prefix" scenario,
since the the target prefix was "unique" to begin with.
When there is signaling involved, the granularity of the flow
mobility by default is at the prefix level. This means, the MAG only
needs to be able to support just the signaled prefix for forwarding
traffic, and is not involved detailed flow-level inspection. The
granularity of flow mobility MAY include detailed flow descriptors
beyond the prefix alone, and MAG implementations MAY support flowlevel inspection.

4.1.

Unique prefix per physical interface

In this scenario, each physical interface of the mobile node is
assigned a unique prefix (or set of prefixes). This is the default
scenario supported by Proxy Mobile IPv6 as specified in RFC 5213
[RFC5213]. The LMA maintains multiple binding cache entries
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(multiple mobility sessions) -- one per physical interface -- as well
as routing entries -- one per assigned prefix. This scenario is
shown in Figure 1.
LMA Binding Cache
+---+
=======================
|LMA|
MN1, if1, pref1, MAG1
+---+
MN1, if2, pref2, MAG2
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\
) PMIPv6 domain
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
+----+
+----+
|MAG1|
|MAG2|
+----+
+----+
|
|
|
+-------+
|
|
| I P |
|
|
+-------+
|
|
| lif |
|
|
+---+---+
|
|---|if1|if2|----|
+---+---+
MN1
Figure 1: Unique prefix per physical interface scenario
In Figure 1, a mobile node (MN1) has two different physical
interfaces (if1 and if2), grouped in a unique logical interface
(lif). Each physical interface is attached to a different MAG, both
of them anchored and controlled by the same LMA. Since each physical
interface is assigned a different prefix upon attachment (pref1 upon
attachment to MAG1 and pref2 upon attachment to MAG2), the mobile
node has two different IPv6 addresses configured on the logical
interface: pref1::lif and pref2::lif.
4.1.1.

Unique prefix per physical interface, with full flow granularity

In this particular sub-scenario, full flow mobility management
granularity is supported, meaning that the LMA is able to perform
per-flow routing through different MAGs (e.g., in the example above,
HTTP traffic/particular flow intended to pref1::lif can be routed
through MAG1, while VoIP traffic/particular flow intended to the same
MN IP addess -- pref1::lif -- can be routed via MAG2).
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In this scenario, the LMA controls how flows are routed from the LMA
to the MN, and therefore, through which interface the MN receives
packets from different flows. If the LMA decides to move a
particular flow from its default path (which is determined in this
scenario by the destination prefix) to a different one, it constructs
a Flow Mobility Initiate (FMI) message. This message is sent to the
new target MAG, i.e. the one selected to be the used in the
forwarding of the flow. The LMA can decide on which is the best MAG
that should be used to forward a particular flow when the flow is
initiated (e.g., based on application policy profiles) and/or during
the lifetime of the flow upon receiving a trigger either based on
network status or based on an event detected at the mobile node. How
this decision is taken is out of scope of this specification. The
FMI message contains (as explained in further detail in Section 5.1),
the MN-Identifier, the Flow Identification Mobility option (specified
in [I-D.ietf-mext-flow-binding]) which can convey prefix or full flow
information, and the type of flow mobility operation (add flow).
+-----+
+------+
+------+
+-----+
| LMA |
| MAG1 |
| MAG2 |
| MN1 |
+-----+
+------+
+------+
+-----+
|
|
|
|
|
| flow X to |
flow X to
|
flow X to
|
| pref1:lif |
pref1:lif
|
pref1:lif
|
|<----------->|<--------------->|<-------------------------->if1
| flow Y to |
flow Y to
| flow Y to |
| pref2:lif |
pref2:lif
| pref2:lif |
|<----------->|<------------------------------->|<---------->if2
|
|
|
|
|
|
LMA decision
|
|
|
|
to move flow Y
|
|
|
|
| FMI[MN1-ID,flow_info(Y),add]
|
|
|
|---------------->|
|
|
|
|
FMA |
|
|
|
|<----------------|
|
|
|
LMA moves
|
|
|
|
flow Y
|
|
|
|
|
(optional)
|
|
|
| FMI[MN1-ID,flow_info(Y),del]
|
|
|
|-------------------------------->|
|
|
|
|
FMA
|
|
|
|<--------------------------------|
|
| flow Y to |
flow Y to
|
flow Y to
|
| pref2:lif |
pref2:lif
|
pref2:lif
|
|<----------->|<--------------->|<-------------------------->if1
|
|
|
|
|

Internet

Figure 2: Flow mobility signaling for the unique prefix per physical
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interface scenario, with full granularity
An example of the signaling sequence is shown in Figure 2. At the
beginning MN1 has two active flows: flow X going through interface
if1 and MAG1, and flow Y going through interface if2 and MAG2. At a
certain moment, the LMA decides to move flow Y from interface if2 to
if1. To do so, it sends a FMI message to the MAG1 where if2 (the
target interface) is attached to, including the MN-ID and a Flow
Mobility Option referring to flow Y. This option is defined in
[I-D.ietf-mext-flow-binding] as well as the Traffic selector suboption, which can be used to fully match a particular flow or just
the MN prefix information required by the MAG to be able to route
packets to the MN (the MAG by default is only aware of the prefixes
delegated to the MN by the LMA upon the MN’s interface attachment to
the MAG, but is not aware of other MN’s prefixes assigned to
different interfaces). Upon reception of the message, MAG1 checks if
it can forward flow Y, adds the required forwarding state so packets
belonging to flow Y are delivered via the if1, and replies back to
the LMA with an FMA message. Upon reception of this FMA message from
MAG1, the LMA moves flow Y towards MAG1. Optionally, the LMA may
send another FMI message, this time to remove the flow Y state at
MAG2. Otherwise the flow state at MAG2 will be removed upon timer
expiration.
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LMA Binding Cache
LMA flowmob state
+---+
======================= ===================
|LMA|
MN1, if1, pref1, MAG1
MN1, flow X, MAG1
+---+
MN1, if2, pref2, MAG2
MN1, flow Y, MAG1
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\
) PMIPv6 domain
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
MAG1 routing state
+----+
+----+ ================================
|MAG1|
|MAG2|
(dest)
(next hop)
+----+
+----+
pref1::/64
p2p-iface-with-MN1
|
|
::/0
LMA
|
+-------+
|
pref2::/64
p2p-iface-with-MN1
|
| I P |
|
|
+-------+
|
MAG2 routing state
|
| lif |
|
================================
|
+---+---+
|
(dest)
(next hop)
|---|if1|if2|----|
pref2::/64
p2p-iface-with-MN1
+---+---+
::/0
LMA
MN1
Figure 3: Unique prefix per physical interface scenario, with full
flow granularity
Figure 3 shows the state of the different network entities after
moving flow Y in the previous example.
4.1.2.

Unique prefix per physical interface, with prefix granularity
(partial handoff)

In this particular sub-scenario, only prefix mobility management
granularity is supported (partial handover), meaning that it involves
only transferring one (or some, but not all) of the prefixes that are
allocated to an existing interface to a newly powered on interface.
This is particularly useful if the second interface is a newly
connected interface, since that means there is no need for a new
prefix to be allocated to the second interface. It is also useful in
deployments where the operator requires only granularity of prefix
instead of 5-tuples for flow mobility management, possibily due to it
being less complex and having less impact to existing infrastructure.
One example of operators needing only prefix granularity is 3GPP.
In such partial transfer of prefix(es) scenario (refered to as
"partial handoff"), the target MAG will initiate the partial handoff
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trigger using the PBU message towards the LMA. The PBU will carry
the prefix(es) to be transferred in single or multiple HNP options.
The partial handoff PBU message will additionally carry a new handoff
indication option to indicate to the LMA that this PBU is for partial
handoff of sub set of prefix(es). The LMA upon seeing this PBU from
the target MAG with the partial handoff trigger embedded will update
its binding cache entries. The LMA will remove the transferred
prefix(es) from the binding cache associated with the connected
interface and create a new binding cache for the newly powered on
interface. The LMA may optionally send a message to source MAG to
remove the transferred prefix(es). This message can be a Binding
Revocation Indication message [RFC5846] with the P bit set to
indicate that this is revocation of PMIP prefix(es). After
processing BRI, the source MAG will send a Binding Revocation
Acknowledgement (BRA) message back to LMA. An example of the
signaling sequence is shown in Figure 4.
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+-----+
+------+
+------+
+-----+
| LMA |
| MAG1 |
| MAG2 |
| MN |
+-----+
+------+
+------+
+-----+
|
|
|
|
|
| flow X to |
flow X to
|
flow X to
|
| pref1:lif |
pref1:lif
|
pref1:lif
|
|<----------->|<--------------->|<-------------------------->if1
| flow Y to |
flow Y to
|
flow Y to
|
| pref2:lif |
pref2:lif
|
pref2:lif
|
|<----------->|<--------------->|<-------------------------->if1
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
MN powers on if2 and
|
|
|
perform a L2 attachment
|
|
|
|<-----------if2
|
|
PBU(pref2,HI=IANA-1)
|
|
|
|<--------------------------------|
|
|
|
PBA(pref2,HI=IANA-1)
|
|
|
|-------------------------------->|
|
|
LMA moves pref2 to new
|
|
|
| binding cache entry for if2 |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
(optional)
|
|
|
|
|
BRI[pref2]
|
|
|
|
|---------------->|
|
|
|
|
BRA
|
|
|
|
|<----------------|
|
|
| flow y to |
flow y to
| flow y to |
| pref2:lif |
pref2:lif
| pref2:lif |
|<----------->|<------------------------------->|<---------->if2
|
|
|
|
|

Internet

Figure 4: Message Sequence for Partial Handoff to a New Interface
In Figure 4, MAG1 is considered to proxy/advertise the two prefixes
pref1 and pref2 that are assigned to if1 of the mobile node. From
Figure 4 it can be seen that 2 flows (flow x, flow y) tied to
prefixes pref1 and pref2 respectively are present. When the MN
detects the availability of another access (e.g. WLAN access), it
performs L2 attachment with MAG2 via this new access. MAG2 may
receive a partial handoff trigger together with the L2 attachment.
This trigger can be sent by other network entities (e.g. context
transfer from MAG1 or a policy server) or sent via a layer 2 (L2)
trigger from the MN during attachment. This partial handoff trigger
will indicate transfer of pref2.
When MAG2 receives the trigger for transfer of pref2, it will send a
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PBU message to the LMA with pref2 in the HNP option and a new value
IANA-1 for the HI option. This new Handoff Indicator value IANA-1
indicates that this is a partial handoff to a new interface. When
the LMA receives this PBU message, it will perform the following
actions. The LMA will first locate an existing binding cache entry
for mobile node with pref2. If the binding cache entry is present,
the LMA will remove the pref2 from this existing entry, and insert
the pref2 in the newly created binding cache entry for if2.
MAG1 can optionally be informed to stop proxying for the pref2. This
can be done by LMA sending a BRI notification to MAG1 to revoke
pref2. MAG1 upon receiving the BRI will send a BRA back to the LMA
as shown in Figure 4.
After the partial handoff is completed, the new binding cache entry
created for if2 will have pref2 assigned and the binding cache entry
for if1 will have pref1. This is shown in Figure 5.
LMA Binding Cache
+---+
=======================
|LMA|
MN, if1, pref1, MAG1
+---+
MN, if2, pref2, MAG2
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\
) PMIPv6 domain
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
MAG1 routing state
+----+
+----+ ================================
|MAG1|
|MAG2|
(dest)
(next hop)
+----+
+----+
pref1::/64
p2p-iface-with-MN1
|
|
::/0
LMA
|
+-------+
|
|
| I P |
|
|
+-------+
|
MAG2 routing state
|
| lif |
|
================================
|
+---+---+
|
(dest)
(next hop)
|---|if1|if2|----|
pref2::/64
p2p-iface-with-MN1
+---+---+
::/0
LMA
MN
Figure 5: After Partial Handoff of pref2
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Shared prefix across physical interfaces (per-MN HNP set)

In this scenario, physical interfaces of the mobile node are assigned
the same prefix (or set of prefixes). The LMA maintains multiple
binding cache entries (multiple mobility session) -- one per physical
interface -- but they share the same HNP. How the shared prefix is
routed by the LMA when there is no flow-specific state is left up to
the implementation. This scenario is shown in Figure 6. Extensions
to base PMIPv6 protocol as defined in RFC5213 are required to allow
the LMA decide to assign the same prefix to a different interface of
an MN already attached to the PMIPv6 domain.
There are different options that might be used to enable this
scenario. While this is still TBD, one simple approach that can be
assumed is the following. The LMA MAY know by using any mechanisms
out-of-the-scope of this document that an MN has to be assigned the
same prefix upon attachment of different interfaces (e.g. by
consulting the MN’s profile).
LMA Binding Cache
+---+
=======================
|LMA|
MN1, if1, pref1, MAG1
+---+
MN1, if2, pref1, MAG2
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\
) PMIPv6 domain
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
+----+
+----+
|MAG1|
|MAG2|
+----+
+----+
|
|
|
+-------+
|
|
| I P |
|
|
+-------+
|
|
| lif |
|
|
+---+---+
|
|---|if1|if2|----|
+---+---+
MN1
Figure 6: Shared prefix across physical interfaces scenario
In Figure 6, a mobile node (MN1) has two different physical
interfaces (if1 and if2), grouped in a unique logical interface
(lif). Each physical interface is attached to a different MAG, both
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of them anchored and controlled by the same LMA. Since both physical
interfaces are assigned the same prefix (pref1) upon attachment to
the MAGs, the mobile node has one single IPv6 addresses configured on
the logical interface: pref1::lif.
In this scenario, the LMA also decides how flows are routed from the
LMA to the MN, and therefore, through which interface the MN receives
packets from different flows.
+-----+
+------+
+------+
+-----+
| LMA |
| MAG1 |
| MAG2 |
| MN1 |
+-----+
+------+
+------+
+-----+
|
|
|
|
|
| flow X to |
flow X to
|
flow X to
|
| pref1:lif |
pref1:lif
|
pref1:lif
|
|<----------->|<--------------->|<-------------------------->if1
| flow Y to |
flow Y to
| flow Y to |
| pref1:lif |
pref1:lif
| pref1:lif |
|<----------->|<------------------------------->|<---------->if2
|
|
|
|
|
|
LMA decision
|
|
|
|
to move flow Y
(optional)
|
|
|
| FMI[MN1-ID,flow_info(Y),add]
|
|
|
|---------------->|
|
|
|
|
FMA |
|
|
|
|<----------------|
|
|
|
LMA moves
|
|
|
|
flow Y
|
|
|
|
|
(optional)
|
|
|
| FMI[MN1-ID,flow_info(Y),del]
|
|
|
|-------------------------------->|
|
|
|
|
FMA
|
|
|
|<--------------------------------|
|
| flow Y to |
flow Y to
|
flow Y to
|
| pref1:lif |
pref1:lif
|
pref1:lif
|
|<----------->|<--------------->|<-------------------------->if1
|
|
|
|
|

Internet

Figure 7: Flow mobility signaling for the shared prefix across
physical interfaces scenario
An example of the signaling sequence is shown in Figure 7. The
operation is analogous to the case of a unique prefix per physical
interface. Note that in this scenario, if the target MAG does not
need to perform flow-specific actions (e.g., QoS or accounting), the
FMI/FMA signaling could be avoided, as no new routing state is
required to forward a moved flow (since the prefix assigned to all
physical interfaces is the same).
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LMA Binding Cache
LMA flowmob state
+---+
======================= ===================
|LMA|
MN1, if1, pref1, MAG1
MN1, flow X, MAG1
+---+
MN1, if2, pref1, MAG2
MN1, flow Y, MAG1
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\
) PMIPv6 domain
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
MAG1 routing state
+----+
+----+ ================================
|MAG1|
|MAG2|
(dest)
(next hop)
+----+
+----+
pref1::/64
p2p-iface-with-MN1
|
|
::/0
LMA
|
+-------+
|
|
| I P |
|
MAG2 routing state
|
+-------+
|
================================
|
| lif |
|
(dest)
(next hop)
|
+---+---+
|
pref1::/64
p2p-iface-with-MN1
|---|if1|if2|----|
::/0
LMA
+---+---+
MN1
Figure 8: Shared prefix across physical interfaces scenario
Figure 8 shows the state of the different network entities after
moving flow Y in the previous example.

5.

Message formats

5.1.

Flow Mobility Initiate (FMI)

The LMA sends an FMI message to a MAG to inform about a particular
flow movement. It is a Mobility Header message.
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0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Sequence #
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|I|C|R|
Reserved
|
Lifetime
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
|
.
.
.
Mobility options
.
.
.
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Sequence Number:
A monotonically increasing integer. Set by the LMA sending then
initiate message, and used to match a reply in the acknowledge.
’I’ (initiate) flag:
Set to 1, indicates it is an FMI message.
’C’ (cancel) flag:
When set to 1, indicates a request to remove state about the flow
(cancel flow mobility). If set to 1, the Lifetime field MUST be
set to 0.
’R’ (refresh) flag:
When set to 1, indicates a request to refresh state about the
flow. If the ’C’ flag is set to 1, this flag should be set to 0
by the sender and ignored by the receiver.
Reserved:
This field is unused.

MUST be set to zero by the sender.

Lifetime:
The requested time in seconds for which the LMA asks the MAG keep
flow-specific state. A value of all one bits (0xffff) represents
infinity.
Mobility Options:
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MUST contain the MN-ID, followed by one or more Flow
Identification Mobility options [I-D.ietf-mext-flow-binding].
5.2.

Flow Mobility Acknowledge (FMA)

The MAG sends an FMI message to the LMA as a response to the FMI
message. It is a Mobility Header message.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Sequence #
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|I| Reserved
|
Status
|
Lifetime
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
|
.
.
.
Mobility options
.
.
.
|
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Sequence Number:
A monotonically increasing integer. Copied from the value set by
the sending LMA in the FMI message being acknowledged by this FMA
message.
’I’ flag:
Set to 0, indicates it is an FMA message.
Reserved:
This field is unused.

MUST be set to zero by the sender.

Status:
0: Success.

128: Reason unspecified.
129: MN not attached.
130: Sequence number out of window.
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131: Traffic Selector format unsupported.
132: No existing Flow Mobility Cache entry.
133: Already existing Flow Mobility Cache entry.
Lifetime:
The requested time in seconds for which the MAG keeps flowspecific state. A value of all one bits (0xffff) represents
infinity.
Mobility Options:
When Status code is 0, MUST contain the MN-ID, followed by one or
more Flow Identification Mobility options
[I-D.ietf-mext-flow-binding].

6.

Local Mobility Anchor considerations
This specification allows the LMA to control the distribution of
specific traffic flows on different physical interfaces. This
section details the LMA operations necessary to implement this
specification.

6.1.

Sending Flow Mobility Initiate messages

This specification allows the LMA to control and dynamically change
the path used to deliver packets belonging to specific flows. This
enables the LMA to have different forwarding rules for particular
flows, in addition to the routes created upon regular PMIPv6
registration.
When creating a new Flow Mobility Cache entry (i.e. adding a new
forwarding rule to allow flow traffic follow a different path from
the one created upon regular PMIPv6 registration for the same
destination prefix), the LMA includes the information needed to match
the data packets to a specific flow in a Flow Identification Mobility
option. This option MUST be included in an FMI message. This FMI
message MUST have the cancel (’C’) and refresh (’R’) flags set to
zero indicate that the FMI refers to a new flow. The FMA message
MUST also include the MN-Identifier option of the mobile node the
flow information refers to. More than one Flow Identification
Mobility options MAY be included in the FMI message, but all of them
MUST be subject to the same type of operation (e.g., creation of new
mobility state). The LMA MUST create the corresponding Flow Mobility
Cache entry upon receiving an FMA message with Status set to Success.
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When canceling existing Flow Mobility state in the network (i.e.
falling back to the default packet forwarding based solely on per HNP
destination tunnels between LMA and MAG), the LMA sends an FMI
message including the Flow Identification Mobility option(s) that
refer to the flow(s) whose associated state is to be removed. This
FMI message MUST have the cancel (’C’) flag set to 1, and MUST
include the MN-Identifier option. The LMA MAY decide to remove the
corresponding Flow Mobility Cache entry at the MAG by sending this
explicit signaling or by relying on the expiration of the associated
timers.
The LMA MUST refresh the flow mobility state (i.e. FMC entry) at the
MAG to prevent the MAG to stop forwarding specific flows upon
expiration of the associated timers. When refreshing flow mobility
state, the LMA sends an FMI message including the Flow Identification
Mobility option(s) that refer to the flow(s) whose associated state
is to be refreshed. This FMI message MUST have the refresh (’R’)
flag set to 1, and MUST also include the MN-Identifier option.
EDITOR’s NOTE: Retransmissions and Rate Limiting considerations TBD.
The IPv6 source address of an FMI message MUST be the LMA Address
(LMAA). The destination IPv6 address of the FMI message MUST be set
to the Proxy-CoA of the MAG which will create/cancel/refresh flow
mobility state as indicated in the FMI message.
Security considerations stated in Section 4 of [RFC5213] "Proxy
Mobile IPv6 Protocol Security" apply also for the signalling
specified in this document.
EDITOR’s NOTE: Additional authentication and security requirements
(if any) TBD.
6.2.

Receiving Flow Mobility Acknowledge messages

Upon receiving a packet carrying a Flow Mobility Acknowledge, an LMA
MUST validate the packet according to the following tests:
o

The packet meets the authentication requirements for Flow Mobility
Acknowledges defined in Section XXX (TBD).

o

The IPv6 source address of the packet corresponds to the address
of a MAG known by the LMA (NOTE: this is probably redundant once
the security details are included).

o

The Sequence Number field matches the Sequence Number sent by the
LMA to this destination address in an outstanding Flow Mobility
Initiate.
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Any Flow Mobility Acknowledge not satisfying all of these tests MUST
be silently ignored.
When an LMA receives a packet carrying a valid Flow Mobility
Acknowledge, the LMA MUST examine the Status field as follows:
o

If the Status field indicates that the Flow Binding Initiate was
accepted (the Status field is less than 128), then the LMA MUST
update the corresponding entry (or entries) in its Flow Mobility
Cache, to indicate that the Flow Mobility Initiate has been
acknowledged. The LMA MUST then stop retransmitting the FMI
message. In addition, if the value specified in the Lifetime
field in the FMA is less than the Lifetime value sent in the FMI
being acknowledged, the LMA MUST substract the difference between
these two values from the remaining lifetime for the flow binding
as maintained in the corresponding Flow Mobility Cache entry.
LMAs SHOULD send a new FMI well before the expiration of this
period in order to extend the lifetime. This helps to avoid
disruptions in communications which might otherwise be caused by
network delays or clock drift.

o

If the Status Field indicates that the flow binding operation was
rejected (the Status field is greater than or equal to 128), then
the LMA can take steps to correct the cause of the error and
retransmit the FMI (with a new Sequence Number value) subject to
the rate limiting restrictions specified in Section XXX. If this
is decided not to be done or it fails, then the LMA SHOULD record
in its Flow Mobility Cache that future FMIs SHOULD NOT be sent to
this destination. These considerations are of particular
importance in case of creation/refresh of flow mobility state.

o

Additionally, for those Flow Mobility Cache entries that are newly
created (not refreshed), the LMA MUST perform the actions required
to ensure that the data packets matching the flow filters carried
in the Traffic Selector sub-options are forwarded via the
appropriate MAG. How this is done is left up to the
implementation of the LMA.

6.3.

Conceptual Data Structures

Each Local Mobility Anchor MUST maintain a Flow Mobility Cache. The
Flow Mobility Cache MAY be implemented in any manner consistent with
the external behavior described in this document. When sending a
packet, the Flow Mobility Cache is searched before the Neighbor
Discovery conceptual Destination Cache.
Each Flow Mobility Cache entry conceptually contains the following
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fields:
o

The MN-Identifier of the mobile node for the flow this entry
refers to. This field is used as primary key for searching the
cache for update operations (deletion, refresh, cancel).

o

The flow filter information carried in the Traffic Selector suboption. This information SHOULD be stored in a format that allows
the LMA to forward packets matching the filter to the
corresponding MAG (as indicated by the Proxy-CoA field stored in
the Flow Mobility Cache entry).

o

The Proxy-CoA for which that the FMI carrying the information
about this flow was sent.

o

The tunnel interface identifier (tunnel-if-id) of the bidirectional between the LMA and the MAG that MUST be used when
forwarding packets belonging to the flow this entry refers to.
This is internal to the local mobility anchor. The tunnel
interface identifier is acquired during the tunnel creation in the
standard Proxy Mobile IPv6 registration.

o

The initial value of the Lifetime field sent in the FMI.

o

The remaining lifetime of that flow binding. The
is initialized from the Lifetime field in the FMA
last modified this entry and is decremented until
at which time this entry MUST be deleted from the
Cache.

o

The maximum value of the Sequence Number field received in
previous FMAs for this flow. The Sequence Number field is 16 bits
long. Sequence Number values MUST be compared modulo 2**16 as
explained in Section 9.5.1 of [RFC3775].

o

The time at which an FMI was last sent regarding to this flow, as
needed to implement the rate limiting restriction for sending
FMIs.

o

The state of any retransmissions needed for FMIs referring to this
flow. This state includes the time remaining until the next
retransmission attempt for the FMI and the current state of the
exponential back-off mechanism for retransmissions.

o

A flag specifying whether or not future FMIs should be sent to
this destination.

lifetime value
that created or
it reaches zero,
Flow Mobility

The Flow Mobility Cache is used to determine whether a particular
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packet belongs to a flow which has flow mobility state created -- and
therefore needs to be processed separately from the rest of the
packets -- or it can just be sent using normal packet processing
rules as specified in RFC 5213.
6.4.

Packet Processing considerations

The LMA MUST be able to forward packets matching the flow filters
stored in the Flow Mobility Cache (carried in Traffic Selector suboptions inside the Flow Identification Mobility option carried in the
FMIs) via the corresponding bi-directional tunnel.
For those packets with no matching Flow Mobility Cache, default
PMIPv6 data forwarding considerations MUST be followed.
How the LMA ensures per-flow forwarding is left up to the particular
implementation of the LMA.

7.

Mobile Access Gateway considerations
This section details the MAG operations necessary to implement this
specification.

7.1.

Receiving Flow Mobility Initiate messages

This specification allows the MAG to deliver packets whose
destination address could not match any destination network hosted at
any interface of the MAG (i.e. a connected interface for that prefix)
or sent by a mobile node with no matching binding. This enables the
MAG to deliver/forward packets to/from IPv6 addresses that would not
be known by a MAG not conforming to this specification.
Upon receiving a packet carrying a Flow Mobility Initiate, a MAG MUST
validate the packet according to the following tests:
o

The packet meets the authentication requirements for Flow Mobility
Initiates defined in Section XXX (TBD).

o

The IPv6 source address of the packet corresponds to the address
of an LMA known by the MAG (NOTE: this is probably redundant once
the security details are included).

o

The FMI contains one and only one MN-Identifier mobility option
and one or more Flow Identification Mobility options.

Any Flow Mobility Initiate not satisfying all of these tests MUST be
silently ignored.
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In addition, if there is already a Flow Mobility Cache entry for that
flow and the Sequence Number field stored in the entry is the same or
greater than the sequence number carried in the FMI, then the MAG
MUST send back an FMA with status code 127, and the last accepted
sequence number in the Sequence Number field of the FMA.
When a MAG receives a packet carrying a valid Flow Mobility Initiate,
the MAG MUST perform the following packet examinations:
o

If the MN-Identifier value carried into the FMI does not match any
MN known to be connected to the receiving MAG, the MAG MUST send
back an FMA with status code 129.

o

If the format used in any of the Traffic Selector sub-options is
not supported by the receiving MAG, the MAG MUST send back an FMA
with status code 131.

o

If the cancel (’C’) flag is set to zero, it indicates that the FMI
refers to new flow(s). The MAG SHOULD check in the Flow Mobility
Cache if there is an entry referring to the flow(s) carried in the
FMI. If there is already an entry for a flow with Lifetime
greater than 0, then the the MAG SHOULD send back an FMA with
status code 133.
The MAG MUST create the corresponding Flow Mobility state entry,
and send back an FMA with status code 0 following the rules
specified in Section 7.2.

o

If the refresh (’R’) flag is set to 1, it indicates that the FMI
refers to existing flow(s) whose state is to be refreshed. The
MAG SHOULD check in the Flow Mobility Cache if there is an entry
referring to the flow(s) carried in the FMI. If there is no
entry, then the the MAG SHOULD send back an FMA with status code
132.
The MAG MUST update the corresponding Flow Mobility state entry or
entries, and send back an FMA with status code 0 following the
rules specified in Section 7.2.

o

If the cancel (’C’) flag is set to 1, it indicates that the FMI
refers to existing flow(s) whose state is to be removed. The MAG
SHOULD check in the Flow Mobility Cache if there is an entry
referring to the flow(s) carried in the FMI. If there is no
entry, then the the MAG SHOULD send back an FMA with status code
132.
The MAG MUST remove the corresponding Flow Mobility state entry or
entries, and send back an FMA with status code 0 following the
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rules specified in Section 7.2.
7.2.

Sending Flow Mobility Acknowledge messages

When constructing a packet carrying a Flow Mobility Acknowledge, the
MAG MUST follow the following rules:
o

Security considerations stated in Section 4 of [RFC5213] "Proxy
Mobile IPv6 Protocol Security" apply also for the signalling
specified in this document.

o

EDITOR’s NOTE: Additional authentication and security requirements
(if any) TBD.

o

The IPv6 source address of the packet corresponds to the egress
interface of the MAG used to send the FMA to the LMA. (NOTE: this
is probably redundant once the security details are included).

o

The IPv6 destination address MUST be set to the source address of
the FMI being acknowledged.

o

The Sequence Number field MUST be copied from the Sequence Number
given in the FMI.

o

The Lifetime field MUST be set to the remaining lifetime for the
flow binding and MUST NOT be greater than the Lifetime value
specified in the FMI. The MAG MAY decide to include a Lifetime
value shorter than the one received in the FMI.

o

The values of the ’C’ and ’R’ flags MUST be copied from the values
given in the FMI.

o

The Flow Identification Mobility options MUST be copied from the
ones given in the FMI.

When a valid FMI is received, the MAG MUST update the Flow Mobility
Cache entries accordingly as specified above. In addition, the MAG
MUST perform the actions required to allow packets received from the
LMA matching the flow filters stored in the Flow Mobility Cache to be
delivered to the corresponding connected MN. How this forwarding is
performed is up to the implementation of the MAG. Some
considerations are included in Section 7.4.
7.3.

Conceptual Data Structures

Each Mobile Access Gateway MUST maintain a Flow Mobility Cache. The
Flow Mobility Cache MAY be implemented in any manner consistent with
the external behavior described in this document. When sending a
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packet, the Flow Mobility Cache is searched before the Neighbor
Discovery conceptual Destination Cache.
Each Flow Mobility Cache entry conceptually contains the following
fields:
o

The MN-Identifier of the mobile node for the flow this Flow
Mobility Cache entry refers to. This field is used as primary key
for searching the cache for update operations (deletion, refresh,
cancel).

o

The flow filter information carried in the Traffic Selector suboption. This information SHOULD be stored in a format that allows
the MAG to deliver packets matching the filter to the
corresponding MN (using the right interface where the MN is
locally connected).

o

The Proxy-CoA from which that the FMA carrying the information
about this flow was sent.

o

The tunnel interface identifier (tunnel-if-id) of the bidirectional between the LMA and the MAG that MUST be used when
forwarding packets sent by the MN and belonging to the flow this
entry refers to. This is internal to the MAG. The tunnel
interface identifier is acquired during the tunnel creation in the
standard Proxy Mobile IPv6 registration.

o

The interface identifier of the local interface of the MAG that
MUST be used when delivering packets sent to the MN and matching
the flow this entry refers to. This is internal to the MAG.

o

The remaining lifetime of that flow binding. The
is initialized from the Lifetime field in the FMI
last modified this entry and is decremented until
at which time this entry MUST be deleted from the
Cache.

o

The maximum value of the Sequence Number field received in
previous FMIs for this flow. The Sequence Number field is 16 bits
long. Sequence Number values MUST be compared modulo 2**16 as
explained in Section 9.5.1 of [RFC3775].

lifetime value
that created or
it reaches zero,
Flow Mobility

The Flow Mobility Cache is used to determine whether a particular
packet belongs to a flow which has flow mobility state created -- and
therefore needs to be processed separately from the rest of the
packets -- or it can just be sent using normal packet processing
rules as specified in RFC 5213.
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Packet Processing considerations

The MAG MUST be able to forward packets matching the flow filters
stored in the Flow Mobility Cache (carried in Traffic Selector suboptions inside the Flow Identification Mobility options carried in
the FMIs) via the corresponding bi-directional tunnel.
For those packets with no match Flow Mobility Cache, default PMIPv6
data forwarding considerations MUST be followed.
How the MAG ensures per-flow forwarding is left up to the particular
implementation of the MAG.
It might happen that the LMA initiates the movement of a flow, by
sending the FMI/FMA signalling, but there is no traffic to the MN.
In that case, the MN cannot learn which is the uplink interface that
should be used. In order to avoid problems in this particular
situation, the MAG SHOULD allow uplink traffic to pass through -even if it does not match the flow filters stored in the FMC (at
least for traffic that would be sent through that MAG in case flow
mobility was not enabled).

8.

Mobile Node considerations
This specification assumes the MN implements the logical interface
model. The "logical interface" at the IP layer hides the use of
different physical media from the IP stack, enabling the MN to send
and receive packets over different interfaces. This document assumes
the MN behaves as stated in the applicability statement document
[I-D.ietf-netext-logical-interface-support]. In particular, it is
assumed that the logical interface at the MN "replicates" the
behavior observed for downlink packets on a per-flow basis. This
means that if packets belonging to flow X are received from interface
if1, then the MN sends packets belonging to that flow (in the uplink)
also using if1. It also means that if the LMA moves flow X during
its lifetime, the MN will follow that change, upon the reception of
packets of flow X via a different interface.
This specification only supports flow mobility between different
physical interfaces belonging to the same logical interface. If an
MN has several logical interfaces, flow mobility across different
logical interfaces is not supported.

9.

IANA Considerations
TBD.
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Security Considerations
TBD.
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Introduction
Mobile IPv6 [RFC3775] and Mobile IPv4 [RFC3344] are host based IP
mobility support protocols. On the other hand, Proxy Mobile IPv6
(PMIPv6) [RFC5213] is a network based IP mobility support protocol,
which does not require any modifications to mobile nodes(MNs).
PMIPv6 makes it possible to support mobility for IPv6 nodes without
an involvement of a MN. That is, on behalf of MNs, a mobile access
gateway (MAG) in the network performs the signaling for mobility
management with a local mobility anchor (LMA).
PMIPv6 defines basic operations for registration, deregistration, and
tunnel management. However, it does not define protocol operations
for supporting seamless handover for a MN with multiple network
interfaces (i.e., inter-technology handoff)
[I-D.devarapalli-netext-multi-interface-support-00]. While PMIPv6
itself supports handover across different interfaces and access
types, there are several issues for efficient inter-technology
handoff, e.g., how to set interface identifier, how to use the same
address on multiple interfaces, how to select an access technology,
and how to detect and manage a handover event
[I-D.krishnan-netext-intertech-ps].
PMIPv6 basically supports multihoming where a MN can connect to a
PMIPv6 domain through multiple interfaces for simultaneous access and
inter-technology handoff between different multiple interfaces. If a
MN with multiple interfaces connects to a PMIPv6 domain over multiple
access networks, the LMA will allocate a unique set of home network
prefixes (HNPs) for each of the connected interfaces. However, when
the MN performs an inter-technology handoff, the LMA will newly
assign all the home network prefixes, which are associated with the
first interface, to the second interface. Consequently, the existing
mobility sessions with the second interface will be disrupted. If we
assume that the flow is classified by home network prefix, then the
PMIPv6 cannot support flow mobility since it requires moving just
some home network prefixes between interfaces.
Fundamentally, this problem has been caused due to the fact that each
of the attached interfaces must be assigned one or more unique
prefixes to in PMIPv6. Therefore, to solve this problem, we propose
a hybrid home network prefix assignment (HHNPA) scheme where both the
static prefix model and the dynamic prefix model are employed and
dynamically selected. That is, for IP session continuity after
inter-technology handoff, a dynamic home network prefix is used on
both interfaces.
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Requirements Language
In this document, the key words "MAY", "MUST, "MUST NOT", "OPTIONAL",
"RECOMMENDED", "SHOULD", and "SHOULD NOT", are to be interpreted as
described in [RFC2119].
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Problem statement of multihoming support in PMIPv6
To support multiple mobility sessions for a single MN with multiple
interfaces, PMIPv6 creates mobility sessions per interface and each
mobility session should be managed as a separate binding cache (BC)
entry. Note that although the LMA can allocate more than one home
network prefix to an interface, all these prefixes are managed by one
mobility session. The LMA allows a handoff between two different
interfaces of a MN. In such a scenario, all the home network
prefixes associated with one interface will be delivered to another
interface of the MN. The decisions on when to create a new mobility
session and when to update an existing mobility session are based on
the handover hint included in the Proxy Binding Update (PBU) message.
Basic operations for multiple interfaces in PMIPv6 are as follows.
First of all, the MAG decides whether to inform the LMA of the
attachment of the second interface (or an inter-technology handoff),
and then the MAG sends a Proxy Binding Update message. When the LMA
receives the PBU message, it verifies the request message. If the
PBU message includes a handoff indicator flag of 1 (i.e., initial
attachment), the LMA allocates a new mobility session for second
interface and thus the LMA has multiple Binding Cache entries. On
the other hand, if the PBU message has a handoff indicator flag of 2
(i.e., inter-technology handoff), all the home network prefixes
associated with the first interface will be associated with the
second interface. Figures 1 and 2 describe the operations of two
cases: initial attachment and inter-technology handoff. In
particular, as shown in Figure 2, for inter-technology handoff, HNP_2
is overwritten with HNP_1 and then the existing mobility session 1 is
removed from the binding cache entry at the LMA.
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+----+
|LMA |
+----+
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\ PMIPv6
)
(
//
\\ domain
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
+----+
+----+
|MAG1|
|MAG2|
+----+
+----+
|
|
|
|
HNP_1 | if_1
if_2 | HNP_2
+------[MN]------+

October 2010

LMA BC entry
(before assigning
multiple mobility sessions)
----------------MN:if_1 [HNP_1] --> MAG1

LMA BC entry
(after assigning
multiple mobility sessions)
----------------MN:if_1 [HNP_1] --> MAG1
MN:if_2 [HNP_2] --> MAG2

Figure 1: Multihoming in PMIPv6 : Initial attachment

+----+
|LMA |
+----+
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\ PMIPv6
)
(
//
\\ domain
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
+----+
+----+
|MAG1|
|MAG2|
+----+
+----+
|
|
|
|
HNP_1 | if_1
if_2 | HNP_2
+------[MN]------+

LMA BC entry
(before inter-technology
handoff)
----------------MN:if_1 [HNP_1] --> MAG1
MN:if_2 [HNP_2] --> MAG2

LMA BC entry
(after inter-technology
handoff)
----------------MN:if_2 [HNP_1] --> MAG2

Figure 2: Multihoming in PMIPv6 : Inter-technology handoff
These multihoming operations in PMIPv6 have the following problems.
First, since the LMA moves the same home network prefix assigned to
the first interface to the second interface after inter-technology
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handoff and updates the existing Binding Cache entry, the previous
binding information of the second interface can be removed.
Therefore, the existing flows through the second interface may be
disrupted [I-D.devarapalli-netext-multi-interface-support-00].
In addition, since there is no way to enable flow-specific handoffs,
compelled handoff of unwanted IP flows can be performed due to intertechnology handoff. The existing multihoming operations have
drawbacks in terms of implementation. If we assume that the flow is
classified by home network prefix, then the PMIPv6 cannot support
flow mobility since it requires moving just some home network
prefixes between interfaces.
As mentioned before, the MAG should set the handoff indicator flag
(e.g., 1 for initial attachment or 2 for inter-technology handoff).
However, the MAG does not have sufficient information on multihoming
support and thus it is not an easy task to distinguish initial
attachment and handoff between interfaces
[I-D.krishnan-netext-intertech-ps].
Moreover, all home network prefixes are determined when the first
mobility session is generated for a corresponding interface.
Therefore, there is no way to add or delete a new home network prefix
[I-D.jeyatharan-netext-multihoming-ps]. To address these issues, we
propose a hybrid home network prefix assignment scheme in the next
section.
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Hybrid home network prefix assignment
In terms of home network prefix allocation in PMIPv6, the per-MN
prefix model is mandatory whereas the shared prefix model is not
supported. In the per-MN prefix model, home network prefixes are
assigned to a MN and these prefixes are exclusively used by the MN;
no other MNs share the home network prefix. Note that all assigned
prefixes are unique and they are parts of one mobility session. If
the MN simultaneously attaches to a PMIPv6 domain through multiple
interfaces, each of the attached interfaces must be assigned one or
more unique prefixes. Therefore, after performing an intertechnology handoff based on the per-MN prefix model, simultaneous
access to the PMIPv6 domain is not allowed. If we assume that the
flow is classified by home network prefix, then the PMIPv6 cannot
support flow mobility since it requires moving just some home network
prefixes between interfaces.
If it is able to separate prefix for the purpose of inter-technology
handoff and the purpose of simultaneous access, PMIPv6 may support
both interface handoff and simultaneous access at the same time and
it may support flow mobility where some flow related to specific
prefix only moved to another interface. Based on this idea, we
propose a hybrid home network prefix assignment (HHNPA) scheme to use
both the static and dynamic home network prefix models.
Figure 3 introduces the concept of the HHNPA scheme where the LMA
divides home network prefixes into static home network prefixes and
dynamic home network prefixes. The static home network prefix (based
on the per-MN prefix model) is used for simultaneous access. On the
other hand, the dynamic home network prefix is employed for only
inter-technology handoff.

+--------------------------------+
|
|
|
+----------------+---------------+
|
|
|
|
|
HNP_1
|
HNP_2
|
HNP_3
|
|(static prefix)|(dynamic prefix)|(static prefix)|
|
|
|
|
|
+----------------+---------------+
|
|
if_2
+--------------------------------+
if_1

Figure 3: Prefix model in HHNPA
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In the HHNPA, dynamic prefixes are assigned to multiple interfaces
and they are switchable between interfaces. But, dynamic prefixes
are not used in multiple interfaces simultaneously. At a specific
time, the dynamic prefix is activated on only one interface. In
contrast to dynamic prefixes, static prefixes cannot be switchable
between interfaces. As shown in Figure 4, HNP_1 is static prefix and
it is used at only if_1. HNP_3 is static prefix and it is used at
only if_2. HNP_2 is dynamic prefix and it can be used both if_1 and
if_2. In this figure, HNP_1 and HNP_3 are used for simultaneous
access and HNP_2 is used for inter-technology handoff.

+----+
|LMA |
+----+
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\ PMIPv6
)
(
//
\\ domain
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
+----+
+----+
|MAG1|<--HNP_2-->|MAG2|
+----+
+----+
|
|
|
|
HNP_1 | if_1
if_2 | HNP_3
+------[MN]------+

Figure 4: Usage scenario of HHNPA scheme
Figure 5 describes the message flow in the HHNPA scheme. At the
starting time, a MN is attached the PMIPv6 domain through MAG_1 using
if_1. After that, the MN is attached the PMIPv6 domain through MAG_2
using if_2. When second interface of the MN is attached to the LMA,
the LMA acknowledges that the MN is a multiple interfaces node and
prepares to allocate a dynamic prefix. The LMA sends two Proxy
Binding Acknowledgement (PBA) messages to MAG_1 and MAG_2. The two
PBA messages destined to MAG_1 and MAG_2 include a home network
prefix option (HNP_2: dynamic prefix).
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+------+
+-----+
+-----+
+-----+
| MN |
|MAG_1|
|MAG_2|
| LMA |
+------+
+-----+
+-----+
+-----+
|
|
|
|
|
|
|MN[if_1] attach MAG_1
|
|
|
|-------------------->|
(MN-ID, if_1, ...)
|
|
|
|---------------PBU--------------->|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|(MN-ID, if_1, HNP_1:static prefix)|
|
|
|<--------------PBA----------------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|========= Bi-Dir Tunnel ==========|
|
|<---RtAdv[HNP_1]-----|
|
|
|
|
|<----------data to HNP_1----------|
|
|<---data to HNP_1----|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|- - - MN[if_2] attach MAG_2--------->|
(MN-ID, if_2, ...) |
|
|
|
|----------PBU-------->|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
(MN-ID, if_2, HNP_3:static prefix)
|
|
|
|<--------PBA----------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|===== Bi-Dir Tunnel===|
|<-------RtAdv[HNP_3]-----------------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| (MN-ID, if_2, HNP_2:dynamic prefix)
|
|
|
|<-------*PBA*---------|
|<-------RtAdv[HNP_2]-----------------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| (MN-ID, if_1, HNP_2:dynamic prefix)
|
|
|<--------------*PBA*--------------|
|
|<---RtAdv[HNP_2]-----|
|
|
|
|
|
|<----data to HNP3-----|
|
|<---data to HNP3-----------------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
[if_2][if_1]

Figure 5: Message flow of HHNPA scheme
After the completion of attachment of the MN through two interfaces,
the operations of inter-technology handoff of the MN are as depicted
in Figure 6 and Figure 7. As shown in Figure 6, before intertechnology handoff, the dynamic prefix HNP_2 is activated in if_1.
If the MN wants inter-technology handoff, the MN gives some hint of
inter-technology handoff to the MAG_2. The MAG_2 which receives hint
of inter-technology handoff sends a PBU message with a handoff
indicator value of 2 to the LMA. The LMA which receives this PBU
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message updates the Binding Cache entry filed which is related to
dynamic prefix HNP_2. The updated fields of Binding Cache entry are
interface and tunnel information. After the completion of updating
of Binding Cache entry, the LMA sends data which is relation to HNP_2
to the MAG_2. As shown in Figure 6, after inter-technology handoff,
the dynamic prefix HNP_2 is activated in if_2.

+----+
|LMA |
+----+
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\ PMIPv6
)
(
//
\\ domain
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
+----+
+----+
|MAG1|-->HNP_2-->|MAG2|
+----+
+----+
|
|
|
|
HNP_1 | if_1
if_2 | HNP_3
+------[MN]------+

LMA BC entry
(before inter-handoff)
----------------MN:if_1 [HNP_1] --> MAG1
MN:if_2 [HNP_3] --> MAG2
MN:if_1 [HNP_2] --> MAG1

LMA BC entry
(after inter-handoff)
----------------MN:if_1 [HNP_1] --> MAG1
MN:if_2 [HNP_3] --> MAG2
MN:if_2 [HNP_2] --> MAG2

Figure 6: Usage scenario of dynamic prefix in HHNPA scheme
The HHNPA scheme has advantages of deciding a handoff indication
flag. After the LMA assigns static and dynamic home network prefixes
to MAGs, if MAG_2 receives handoff hint, MAG_2 checks the existence
of the MN_identifier. If the MN_identifier related to the dynamic
prefix HNP_2 exists in routing table, the MAG_2 acknowledges that
there is a mobility session of inter-technology handoff. So, the
MAG_2 can easily determine the value of handoff indication. This
operation is depicted in Figure 7.
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+----+
|LMA |
+----+
//\\
+---------//--\\-------------+
(
//
\\ PMIPv6
)
(
//
\\ domain
)
+------//--------\\----------+
//
\\
//
\\
+----+
+----+
|MAG1|-->HNP_2-->|MAG2|
+----+
+----+
|
|
|
|
HNP_1 | if_1
if_2 | HNP_3
+------[MN]------+

October 2010

LMA BC entry
(before inter-handoff)
----------------MN:if_1 [HNP_1] --> MAG1
MN:if_2 [HNP_3] --> MAG2
MN:if_1 [HNP_2] --> MAG1

Routing table in MAG1
----------------HNP_1, HNP_2(dynamic) -> MN:if_1
Routing table in MAG2
----------------HNP_3, HNP_2(dynamic) -> MN:if_2

Figure 7: Setting of handoff indicator flag in HHNPA scheme
If the MN in HHNPA scheme utilizes a logical interface, it can hide
the change of network interface from the host IP layer
[I-D.ietf-netext-logical-interface-support-00]. If one typical
application uses dynamic prefixes at the starting time of
communication, the session continuity through inter-technology
handoff is supported. But, if the typical application uses static
prefixes at the starting time of communication, inter-technology
handoff is not supported. As described in internet draft
[I-D.hong-netext-scenario-logical-interface-00], if the logical
interface supports the change of network interface and also the
change of home network prefix (only one home network prefix is shown
to IP host stack), the typical application that uses static prefix at
the starting time of communication has also session continuity
through inter-technology handoff.
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Security Considerations
TBD.
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IANA Considerations
This document has no actions for IANA.
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Abstract
A logical interface is used to hide the existence and the change of
physical interface from the IP layer of a host and it also can be
used for a multiple interfaces mobile node in PMIPv6 domain. If a
LMA assigns multiple home network prefixes to a multiple interfaces
mobile node with a logical interface, there are various usages of
multiple home network prefixes on the logical interface. As
following general PMIPv6 operations described in RFC 5213, all
multiple home network prefixes are shown to the IP layer. Also, the
logical interface hides the existence of multiple home network
prefixes and shows only one home network prefix to host IP layer.
And in a LMA point of view, a LMA may acknowledge each physical
interface or only logical interface of a mobile node when a multiple
interfaces mobile node utilizes the logical interface. In this
internet draft, we describe various scenarios of the usage of
multiple home network prefixes on a logical interface.
Status of this Memo
This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute
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Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
This Internet-Draft will expire on April 28, 2011.
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Introduction
Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6)[RFC5213] is a network based IP mobility
support protocol, which does not require any modifications to mobile
nodes. PMIPv6 makes it possible to support mobility for IPv6 nodes
without an involvement of mobile nodes. That is, on behalf of mobile
nodes, a mobile access gateway (MAG) in the network performs the
signaling for mobility management with a local mobility anchor (LMA).
Due to the simultaneous usage of multiple interfaces in a mobile node
and the change of network interfaces, IETF netext working group has
studied the hiding access technology changes from host IP layer.
Link layer implementation such as "logical interface" can hide the
actually used physical interfaces and the change of physical
interfaces from the IP layer. Many operating systems offer support
to the usage of logical interface over multiple physical interfaces
without any big efforts. In another internet draft
[I-D.ietf-netext-logical-interface-support-00], operations details of
the logical interface are explained and it identifies the
applicability of the usage of logical interface.
PMIPv6 specifications allow mobile nodes to connect PMIPv6 domain
through multiple network interfaces for simultaneous access and a LMA
may allocate more than one home network prefix for a given interface
of the mobile node. In basic PMIPv6 specification, the multiple home
network prefixes that the LMA allocates to a mobile node are shown
totally to the host IP stack of the mobile node. Also, if a mobile
node utilizes a logical interface to hide the change of network
interfaces, we can extend the usage of a logical interface to hide
the multiplicity of home network prefixes. So we can categorize the
usage of a logical interface as two cases. First, as following
general PMIPv6 operations described in RFC 5213, all multiple home
network prefixes are shown to host IP layer. Second, for some
reasons such as the session continuity, only one home network prefix
is shown to the host IP stack of the mobile node even though the LMA
allocates multiple home network prefixes. In second case, the
logical interface does some necessary jobs to hide the existence of
multiple interfaces and also the existence of multiple home network
prefixes. And the logical interface does some necessary jobs when
network interfaces are changed and/or home network prefixes are
changed.
Although the primary purpose of a logical interface is to hide the
access technology changes from host IP layer in a mobile node, the
usage of a logical interface can influence the acknowledgement of
interfaces of a mobile node in a LMA point of view. If a multiple
interfaces mobile node utilizes a logical interface, we can consider
both cases; a LMA may acknowledge each physical interface of a
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multiple interfaces mobile node; a LMA may acknowledge only a logical
interface of a multiple interfaces mobile node.
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Requirements Language
In this document, the key words "MAY", "MUST, "MUST NOT", "OPTIONAL",
"RECOMMENDED", "SHOULD", and "SHOULD NOT", are to be interpreted as
described in [RFC2119].
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Multihoming support on a logical interface in PMIPv6
In PMIPv6 specification, to provide multihoming support, it describes
three key aspects as following.
o

When a mobile node connects to a PMIPv6 domain through multiple
interfaces for simultaneous access, the LMA MUST allocate a
mobility session for each of the attached interfaces.

o

The LMA MAY allocate more than one home network prefix for a given
interface of the mobile node.

o

The LMA MUST allow for a handoff between two different interfaces
of a mobile node. In such a scenario, all the home network
prefixes associated with one interface (part of one mobility
session) will be associated with a different interface of the
mobile node.

Even though a logical interface is adopted in a multiple interface
mobile node in PMIPv6 domain, the above three aspects SHOULD be
applied.
For the regarding of first aspect, if a logical interface is used in
a multiple interfaces mobile node, even though multiple interfaces
are used, the host IP stack of the mobile node only acknowledges the
logical interface. But in a LMA point of view, a LMA can acknowledge
each physical interface if link-layer identifier of each physical
interface is delivered to a LMA through a PBU (Proxy Binding Update)
message. Or a LMA can acknowledge only logical interface if linklayer identifier of logical interface is delivered to a LMA through
PBU message. Section 4.1 and section 4.2 describe these scenarios.
If a LMA acknowledges each physical interface, the LMA allocates
mobility sessions for each interface and each mobility session for
the each physical interface is generated. But, if a LMA acknowledges
only a logical interface, the LMA allocates a mobility session for
the logical interface of the mobile node and one mobility session for
the logical interface is generated.
For the regarding of second aspect, in basic PMIPv6 specification, if
a LMA allocates multiple home network prefixes to a multiple
interfaces mobile node, these multiple home network prefixes are
totally shown to the host IP stack of the mobile node. This is also
effective when a logical interface is used. But, due to the usage of
logical interface in a multiple interfaces mobile node in PMIPv6
domain, we can extend the allocation method of multiple home network
prefixes to a mobile node. As same as the role of a logical
interface to hide the change of multiple interfaces, the logical
interface can hide the existence and the change of multiple home
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In section 4.3, section 4.4, we describe more

For the regarding of third aspect, if a LMA acknowledges only a
logical interface, this description is no longer effective because
only one logical interface is shown to the LMA and the LMA assumes
that the mobile node has one interface even though it has multiple
physical interfaces. But, the PMPv6 specification SHOULD be extended
to consider a handoff between two different physical interfaces of a
mobile node with a logical interface.
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The usage of multiple home network prefixes on a logical interface

4.1.

Scenario 1 - LMA acknowledges each physical interface of a MN

The first scenario of the usage of multiple home network prefixes on
a logical interface is same as described in internet draft of "Proxy
Mobile IPv6 Extensions to Support Flow Mobility
[I-D.bernardos-netext-pmipv6-flowmob-00]." The role of a logical
interface is only to hide the existence of multiple network
interfaces and the change of network interfaces for inter-technology
handoff and flow mobility in a mobile node point of view. So, the
logical interface is transparent to the LMA. In this scenario, linklayer identifiers of each physical interface are delivered to a LMA
through proxy binding update. So, the LMA acknowledges each physical
interfaces and it generates each mobility session for each physical
interface.
Figure 1 shows this case. As shown in Figure 1, if the mobile node
uses two physical interfaces if_1 and if_2, these two different
physical interfaces are referred as different LL-ID (link-layer
identifier) xxx, yyy. As a result of proxy binding update, two
different mobility sessions of two physical interfaces are generated.
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LMA’s Binding Table
+================================+
+----+
| HNP
MN-ID CoA
ATT
LL-ID |
|LMA |
+================================+
+----+
| HNP-1 MN-1 PCoA-1 5
xxx |
//\\
| HNP-2 MN-1 PCoA-2 4
yyy |
+---------//--\\-----------+
(
//
\\
)
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\--------+
//
\\
PCoA-1 //
\\ PCoA-2
+----+
+----+
(WLAN) |MAG1|
|MAG2| (WiMAX)
+----+
+----+
\
/
\
/
HNP-1 \
/ HNP-2
\
/
\
/
+-------+ +-------+
| if_1 | | if_2 |
(LL-ID: xxx) |(WLAN) | |(WiMAX)| (LL-ID: yyy)
+-------+-+-------+
|
Logical
|
(LL-ID: ZZZ) |
Interface
| HNP-1::zzz/128
+-----------------| HNP-2::zzz/128
|
MN
|
+-----------------+

Figure 1: LMA acknowledges each physical interface of a MN
4.2.

Scenario 2 - LMA acknowledges logical interface of a MN

The role of a logical interface is to hide the existence of multiple
network interfaces and the change of network interfaces for intertechnology handoff and flow mobility in a mobile node point of view.
Also, in a LMA point of view, the LMA acknowledges only a logical
interface and it generates mobility sessions for the logical
interface. In this scenario, only link-layer identifier of a logical
interface is delivered to a LMA during proxy binding update even
though multiple physical interfaces are used.
Figure 2 shows this case. As shown in Figure 2, the mobile node uses
two physical interfaces if_1 and if_2 and these two different
physical interfaces are referred as different LL-ID xxx, yyy. But,
instead of using LL-IDs of each physical interface, the LL-ID of the
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logical interface zzz is used in a LMA’s binding table. As a result
of proxy binding update, mobility session of the logical interface is
generated.

LMA’s Binding Table
+================================+
+----+
| HNP
MN-ID CoA
ATT
LL-ID |
|LMA |
+================================+
+----+
| HNP-1 MN-1 PCoA-1 5
zzz |
//\\
| HNP-2 MN-1 PCoA-2 4
zzz |
+---------//--\\-----------+
(
//
\\
)
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\--------+
//
\\
PCoA-1 //
\\ PCoA-2
+----+
+----+
(WLAN) |MAG1|
|MAG2| (WiMAX)
+----+
+----+
\
/
\
/
HNP-1 \
/ HNP-2
\
/
\
/
+-------+ +-------+
| if_1 | | if_2 |
(LL-ID: xxx) |(WLAN) | |(WiMAX)| (LL-ID: yyy)
+-------+-+-------+
|
Logical
|
(LL-ID: ZZZ) |
Interface
| HNP-1::zzz/128
+-----------------| HNP-2::zzz/128
|
MN
|
+-----------------+

Figure 2: LMA acknowledges logical interface of a MN
4.3.

Scenario 3 - All home network prefixes are shown to IP host stack

The third scenario of the usage of multiple home network prefixes on
a logical interface is same as described in internet draft of
"Logical Interface Support for multi-mode IP Hosts
[I-D.ietf-netext-logical-interface-support-00]" and "Proxy Mobile
IPv6 Extensions to Support Flow Mobility
[I-D.bernardos-netext-pmipv6-flowmob-00]." The role of a logical
interface is only to hide the existence of multiple network
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interfaces and the change of network interfaces. The home network
prefixes that a LMA allocates to a multiple interface mobile node are
totally shown to host IP stack of the mobile node. The logical
interface simply bypasses the home network prefixes between host IP
stack and each physical interface.
Figure 3 shows this case. As shown in Figure 3, if the LMA allocates
two home network prefixes HNP-1, HNP-2 to the mobile node, these two
home network prefixes are shown to IP host stack of the mobile node.
As a result of receiving multiple home network prefixes in IP host
stack, two different IPv6 addresses HNP-1::zzz/128 and HNP-2::zzz/128
can be generated.

LMA’s Binding Table
+================================+
+----+
| HNP
MN-ID CoA
ATT
LL-ID |
|LMA |
+================================+
+----+
| HNP-1 MN-1 PCoA-1 5
ZZZ |
//\\
| HNP-2 MN-1 PCoA-2 4
ZZZ |
+---------//--\\-----------+
(
//
\\
)
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\--------+
//
\\
PCoA-1 //
\\ PCoA-2
+----+
+----+
(WLAN) |MAG1|
|MAG2| (WiMAX)
+----+
+----+
\
/
\
/
HNP-1 \
/ HNP-2
\
/
\
/
+-------+ +-------+
| if_1 | | if_2 |
(LL-ID: xxx) |(WLAN) | |(WiMAX)| (LL-ID: yyy)
+-------+-+-------+
|
Logical
|
(LL-ID: ZZZ) |
Interface
| HNP-1::zzz/128
+-----------------| HNP-2::zzz/128
|
MN
|
+-----------------+

Figure 3: All HNPs are shown to IP host stack
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Scenario 4 - Only one home network prefix is shown to IP host
stack

In above scenario 3, basic PMIPv6 operations can be applied even
though a logical interface is used. Multihoming support and intertechnology handoff support is provided without any modification of
PMIPv6 operations but for flow mobility, it needs method to transfer
a subset of multiple home network prefixes which are assigned to
multiple interfaces of the host.
In scenario 3, one application that uses one specific home network
prefix cannot utilize the multiplicity of home network prefixes. For
on-going session continuity, applications cannot change their home
network prefix during packet sending/receiving. Even though a
logical interface supports the inter-technology handoff between
different network interfaces, applications should use same home
network prefix before/after handoff.
But, if a logical interface supports the change of network interface
and also the change of home network prefix, applications can utilize
the multiplicity of home network prefixes. As a same manner of the
handling of network interface, only one home network prefix is shown
to host IP stack of the mobile node. And the logical interface
manages the relation between multiple home network prefixes and the
home network prefix that is shown to host IP stack and dynamically
update them. In this case, only one logical interface and one home
network prefix is shown to host IP stack of the mobile node.
Figure 4 shows this case. As shown in Figure 4, if the LMA allocates
two home network prefixes HNP-1, HNP-2 to the mobile node, only one
home network prefix is shown to IP host stack of the mobile node. As
a result of receiving single home network prefix in IP host stack,
one IPv6 addresses HNP-1::zzz/128 can be generated.
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LMA’s Binding Table
+================================+
+----+
| HNP
MN-ID CoA
ATT
LL-ID |
|LMA |
+================================+
+----+
| HNP-1 MN-1 PCoA-1 5
zzz |
//\\
| HNP-2 MN-1 PCoA-2 4
zzz |
+---------//--\\-----------+
(
//
\\
)
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\--------+
//
\\
PCoA-1 //
\\ PCoA-2
+----+
+----+
(WLAN) |MAG1|
|MAG2| (WiMAX)
+----+
+----+
\
/
\
/
HNP-1 \
/ HNP-2
\
/
\
/
+-------+ +-------+
| if_1 | | if_2 |
(LL-ID: xxx) |(WLAN) | |(WiMAX)| (LL-ID: yyy)
+-------+-+-------+
|
Logical
|
(LL-ID: ZZZ) |
Interface
|
+-----------------| HNP-1::zzz/128
|
MN
|
+-----------------+

Figure 4: Only one HNP is shown to IP host stack
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Security Considerations
TBD.
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IANA Considerations
This document has no actions for IANA.
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Introduction
Proxy Mobile IPv6 [RFC5213] is a network-based mobility protocol.
Some of the key goals of the protocol include support for
multihoming, inter-technology handoffs and flow mobility support.
The PMIPv6 extensions chartered in the NETEXT WG) allow the mobile
node to attach to the network using multiple interfaces
(simultaneously or sequentially), or to perform handoff between
different interfaces of the mobile node. However, for supporting
these features, the mobile node is required to be activated with
specific software configuration that allows the mobile node to either
perform inter-technology handoffs between different interfaces,
attach to the network using multiple interfaces (sequentially or
simultaneously), or perform flow movement from one access technology
to another. This document analyzes from the mobile node’s
perspective a specific approach that allows the mobile node to
leverage these mobility features. Specifically, it explores the use
of the Logical Interface support, a semantic available on most
operating systems.
A Logical Interface is a construct internal to the operating system.
It is an approach where the link-layer implementations hide the
physical interfaces from the IP stack and from the network nodes.
This semantic is widely available in all popular operating systems.
Many applications such as Mobile IP client [RFC3775], IPsec VPN
client [RFC4301] and L2TP client [RFC3931] all rely on this semantic
for their protocol implementation and the same semantic can also be
useful in this context. Specifically, the mobile node can use the
logical interface configuration for leveraging various network-based
mobility management features provided by the Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain
[RFC5213]. The rest of the document provides the operational details
of the Logical Interface on the mobile node and the inter-working
between a mobile node using logical interface and network elements in
the Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain. It also analyzes the issues involved
with this approach and characterizes the contexts in which such use
is appropriate.
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Requirements Language
In this document, the key words "MAY", "MUST, "MUST NOT", "OPTIONAL",
"RECOMMENDED", "SHOULD", and "SHOULD NOT", are to be interpreted as
described in [RFC2119].
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Terminology
This document uses the following terms:
PIF

Physical Interface: a network device providing IP connectivity
(e.g. an Ethernet card, a WLAN card, an LTE interface).

LIF

Logical Interface: a virtual interface hiding to the IP stack
the heterogeneous wired/wirelss network devices.

VLL-ID Virtual Link Layer ID: a virtual MAC address configured on
the LIF. It can be randomly generated or configured based on the
MAC of one of the PIF.
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Hiding link layer technologies - Approaches and Applicability
There are several techniques/mechanisms that allow hiding access
technology changes or movement from host IP layer. This section
classifies these existing techniques into a set of generic
approaches, according to their most representative characteristics.
We then refer to these generic mechanisms later in the document, when
analyzing their applicability to inter-access technology and flow
mobility purposes in PMIPv6.

4.1.

Link-layer Abstraction - Approaches

The following generic mechanisms can hide access technology changes
from host IP layer:
o

Link layer support: certain link layer technologies are able to
hide physical media changes from the upper layers (see Figure 1).
For example, IEEE 802.11 is able to seamlessly change between IEEE
802.11a/b/g physical layers. Also, an 802.11 STA can move between
different Access Points (APs) within the same domain without the
IP stack being aware of the movement. In this case, the IEEE
802.11 MAC layer takes care of the mobility, making the media
change invisible to the upper layers. Another example is IEEE
802.3, that supports changing the rate from 10Mbps to 100Mbps and
to 1000Mbps.
Mobile Node
+-----------------------+
|
TCP/UDP
|
AR1
AR2
+-----------------------+
+-----+
+-----+
|
IP
|
| IP |
| IP |
+-----------------------+
+-----+
+-----+
|
Link Layer (L2)
|
| L2 |
| L2 |
+-----+-----+-----+-----+
+-----+
+-----+
| L1a | L1b | L1c | L1d |<---------->| L1d |
| L1b |
+-----+-----+-----+-----+
+-----+
+-----+
^
^
|_________________________________________|
Figure 1: Link layer support solution architecture
There are also other examples with more complicated architectures,
like for instance, 3GPP EPC. In this case, a UE can move
(inter-RA handover) between GERAN/UTRAN/E-UTRAN, being this
movement invisible to the IP layer at the UE, and also to the LMA
logical component at the PGW. The link layer stack at the UE
(i.e. PDCP and RLC layers), and the GTP between the RAN and the
SGW (which plays the role of inter-3GPP AN mobility anchor) hide
this kind of mobility, which is not visible to the IP layer of the
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UE (see Figure 2).
--------| Appl. |<----------------------------------------------------->
-----------------|
|<+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +>|
|
| IP
| . ----------------- . ------------------- . |
IP
|
|
|<+>|
relay
|<+>|
relay
| . |
|
--------- . ----------------- . ------------------- . ---------| PDCP |<+>| PDCP | GTP-U |<+>| GTP-U | GTP-U |<+>| GTP-U |
--------- . ----------------- . ------------------- . ---------| RLC
|<+>| RLC | UDP/IP |<+>| UDP/IP | UDP/IP |<+>| UDP/IP |
--------- . ----------------- . ------------------- . ---------| MAC
|<+>| MAC |
L2
|<+>|
L2
|
L2
|<+>|
L2
|
--------- . ----------------- . ------------------- . ---------| L1
|<+>| L1 |
L1
|<+>|
L1
|
L1
|<+>|
L1
|
--------- . ----------------- . ------------------- . ---------UE
Uu
E-UTRAN
S1-U
SGW
S5/S8a PGW
Figure 2: 3GPP LTE/EPC data plane architecture (GTP option)
o

4.2.

Logical interface: this refers to solutions (see Figure 3) that
logically group/bond several physical interfaces so they appear to
the upper layers (i.e. IP) as one single interface (where
application sockets bind). Depending on the OS support, it might
be possible to use more than one physical interface at a time -so the node is simultaneously attached to different media -- or
just to provide a fail-over mode. Controlling the way the
different media is used (simultaneous, sequential attachment, etc)
is not trivial and requires additional intelligence and/or
configuration at the logical interface device driver. An example
of this type of solution is the Logical interface, which is
defined in this document, or the bonding driver (a Linux
implementation).
Applicability Statement

We now focus on the applicability of the above solutions against the
following requirements:
o

multi technology support

o

sequential vs. simultaneous access

4.2.1.

Link layer support

Link layer mobility support applies to cases when the same link layer
technology is used and mobility can be fully handled at these layers.
One example is the case where several 802.11 APs are deployed in the
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same subnet and all of them share higher layer resources such as DHCP
server, IP gateway, etc. In this case the APs can autonomously (or
with the help of a central box) communicate and control the STA
association changes from one AP to another, without the STA being
aware of the movement. This type of scenario is applicable to cases
when the different points of attachment (i.e. APs) belong to the
same network domain, e.g. Enterprise, hotspots from same operator,
etc.
This type of solution does not typically allow for simultaneous
attachment to different access networks, and therefore can only be
considered for inter-access technology handovers, but not for flow
mobility. Existing RFC 5213 handover hint mechanisms could benefit
from link layer information (e.g. triggers) to detect and identify MN
handovers.
Link layer support is not applicable when two different access
technologies are involved (e.g. 802.11 WLAN and 802.16 WiMAX) and the
same is true when the same access technology expands over multiple
network domains. This solution does not impose any change at the IP
layer since changes in the access technology occur at layer two.
4.2.2.

Logical Interface

The use of a logical interface allows the mobile node to provide a
single interface view to the layers above IP (thus not changing the
IP layer itself). Upper layers can bind to this interface, which
hides inner inter-access technology handovers or data flow transfers
among different physical interfaces.
This type of solution may support simultaneous attachment, in
addition to sequential attachment. It requires additional support at
the node and the network in order to benefit from simultaneous
attachment. For example special mechanisms are required to enable
addressing a particular interface from the network (e.g. for flow
mobility). In particular extensions to PMIPv6 are required in order
to enable the network (i.e., the MAG and LMA) to deal with physical
interfaces, instead to IP interfaces as current RFC5213 does.
RFC5213 assumes that each physical interface capable of attaching to
a MAG is an IP interface, while the logical interface solution groups
several physical interfaces under the same IP logical interface.
It is therefore clear that the Logical Interface approach satisfies
the multi technology and the sequential vs: simultaneous access
support.
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Logical Interface Operation
On most operating systems, a network interface is associated with a
physical device that provides the capability for transmitting and
receiving network packets. In some cases a network interface can
also be implemented as a logical interface which does not feature any
packet transmission or reception capabilities, but relies on other
network interfaces for such capabilities. A logical interface can be
realized by that means. General overview of a logical interface is
shown in Figure 3.
The logical interface allows heterogeneous attachment while leaving
the change in the media transparent to the IP stack. Simultaneous
and sequential network attachment procedures are possible enabling
inter-technology and flow mobility scenarios. Through link awareness
the logical interface can keep consistent neighbor caches and move
flows across access networks transparently to the upper layers.

Session to IP
Address binding
IP Address
binding
Logical to
Physical
Interface
binding

+----------------------------+
|
TCP/UDP
|
+---->|
|
|
+----------------------------+
+---->|
IP
|
+---->|
|
|
+----------------------------+
+---->|
Logical Interface
|
+---->|
(MN-HoA)
|
|
+----------------------------+
+---->| L2 | L2 |
| L2 |
|(IF#1)|(IF#2)| ..... |(IF#n)|
+------+------+
+------+
| L1 | L1 |
| L1 |
|
|
|
|
|
+------+------+
+------+

Figure 3: General overview of logical interface
From the perspective of the IP stack and the applications, a Logical
interface is just another interface. A host does not see any
difference between a Logical and a physical interface. All
interfaces are represented as software objects to which IP address
configuration is bound. However, the Logical interface has some
special properties which are essential for enabling inter-technology
handover and flow-mobility features. Following are those properties:
o

P1: Logical interface has a relation to a set of physical
interfaces (sub-interfaces) on the host. Sub-interfaces can be
attached/detached to the Logical Interface at any time (i.e. upon
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L2 hints).
o

P2: The Logical Interface may or may not use the same link layer
identifier as the physical interfaces (i.e. some technologies
might not allow changing the link layer ID) .

o

P3: The Logical Interface has the path awareness of an IPv4/IPv6
link through a sub-interface.

o

P4: The logical Interface may manage heterogeneous links. As
such, different MTUs may be announced on different links. The
Logical Interface should be able to configure a common value
(e.g., the minimum value observed by any link)".

o

P5: Send/Receive operations of a Logical interface are managed
dynamically and are tied to the sub-interfaces (i.e. dynamic
mapping not be visible to the applications).

o

P6: The Logical interface should transmit uplink packets on the
same physical interface on which the downlink packet was received
for the particular prefix/flow.

5.1.

Logical Interface Link Layer Configuration

The logical interface has a virtual link-layer identifier (VLL-ID)
that is not associated with any physical interfaces (see P2). This
VLL-ID can be a representative of those of the physical interfaces or
can be independently assigned. The usage of the VLL-ID is as
follows:
o

Used for the neighbor discovery operation

o

Used to configure the IP address for this logical interface when
the SLAAC is applied

o

Stored in the BCE at the Local Mobility Anchor via the Link-layer
Identifier Option of the PBU

o

Used as the source link-layer address for sending packets from
this logical interface

In order to support the above usage, all the physical interfaces
SHOULD be able to send packets with the VLL-ID as the source linklayer address and SHOULD be able to receive packets with the VLL-ID
as the destination link-layer address (the promiscuous mode).
If some of the connected wireless links do not allow sending packets
with an arbitrary link-layer address, then the link-layer of the
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corresponding PIF MUST be used instead. When receiving packets,
whose destination LL-ID is that of the PIF, that LL-ID MUST be
replaced with the VLL-ID before it appears to the IP layer.
5.2.

Bring up a new physical interface

When a new PIF is enabled the following applies (see P1):
Bring up a new PIF: When a physical interface is enabled, a linklocal address is formed by configuring the well-known link-local
prefix FE80::/64 to the interface identifier. This address is a
unicast address and has link-only scope. The MN can use this
address to reach its neighbors.
Sending Neighbor Solicitation: When the MN wants to send a unicast
packet but does not know the neighbor’s link-layer address, it
will perform address resolution by sending Neighbor Solicitation
message through all of the enabled PIFs which are hidden by the
LIF.
Receiving Neighbor Solicitation and Sending Neighbor
Advertisement: When the LIF receives a Neighbor Solicitation
message from a PIF, it will send a Neighbor Advertisement response
message via the same PIF. The LIF may also send unsolicited
Neighbor Advertisement message via all enabled PIFs in order to
propagate new information quickly.
Sending Router Solicitation and receiving Router Advertisement:
The LIF sends Router Solicitation messages through all enabled
PIFs. The Router Advertisement messages are returned to the LIF
through the PIFs that the Router Solicitation messages are sent
from. The source link-layer address used in Neighbor
Solicitation, Neighbor Advertisement and Router Solicitation is
the link-layer identifier of the LIF.
It should be noted that since all the MAGs appear to the MN with
the same IPv6 link-local and link-layer addresses (and that only
the MAG shares the physical links with the MN) the ND caches of
the LIF at the MN do not need complex extensions nor internal
state kept at the LIF to be able to send traffic via multiple PIFs
associated to the same LIF. The LIF engine would be able to
generate the whole L2 frame and deliver it to the right PIF(s).
No change in the L2 frame is needed at the LIF.
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Link Scoped Traffic

The following section analyzes both unicast and multicast traffic
handled by the LIF (see P3 and P5).
5.3.1.

Unicast Traffic

Link-local unicast traffic generated by the LIF is sent through all
PIFs associated to the LIF. As an example, Neighbor Advertisements
messages generated by the LIF are sent through all PIFs. From the
viewpoint of ND, this does not suppose any problem, as all the PIFs
are logically grouped under the same LIF.
When receiving, the LIF receives all the traffic received via any of
the PIFs associated to the LIF, and processes it normally. For
example, Neighbor Solicitations are received and processed by the LIF
without any modification (adding/updating the ND cache). Since in
PMIPv6 only point-to-point interfaces are supported between the MN
and the MAG, and all the MAGs show the same IPv6 link-local and linklayer addresses, this mode of operation of the LIF does not add any
issue from the point of view of ND.
5.3.2.

Multicast Traffic

Link-local multicast traffic generated by the LIF is sent through all
PIFs associated to the LIF. As an example, Router Solicitation
messages generated by the LIF are sent through all PIFs. This might
cause multiple messages being received in response, though that would
not cause any issue. When receiving, traffic from all PIFs is
delivered to the LIF, which processes it normally. Examples of this
traffic could be Router Advertisements or Neighbor Solicitations. As
a result of the reception of certain types of link-local multicast
traffic, the LIF might need to generate and send a (unicast)
response. In this case, there are two possible approaches that can
be followed:
o

Proceed as specified in Section 5.3.1 and send unicast responses
via all PIFs associated to the LIF

o

Keep state at the LIF so replies can be sent via the proper
interface only.
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----------------| MAG 1 |
| MAG 2 |
----------------| mag-IPv6-ll-addr
| mag-IPv6-ll-addr
| mag-l2-addr
| mag-ll-addr
|
|
| |
| |
| | RA(pref1)
| | RA(pref2)
| V
| V
|
--------------|
|
RS
|
LIF
|
RS
|
|
<-------------------->
|
( pref1 and pref2 )
|--------------+ PIF1 | PIF2 +--------------|
( may be the same )
--------------Neighbor cache (interface LIF):
IPv6 address
==============
mag-IPv6-ll-addr

link-layer address
====================
mag-ll-addr

Figure 4: Link scoped traffic management by the LIF and its relation
to Neighbor Discovery
5.4.

Global Scoped Traffic

The following section analyzes both unicast and multicast traffic
handled by the LIF (see P3 and P5).
For global-scoped traffic, the same assumptions taken in [RFC5213]
for unicast traffic apply. Beyond these assumptions, the MULTIMOB WG
is looking at ways to enhance the handling of multicast traffic in a
PMIPv6 domain. The use of Logical Interface in the mobile node does
not affect any of the aforementioned scenarios.
5.5.

Logical Interface Conceptual Data Structures

The LIF has populates its neighbor cache according to standard
operations. It should be noted that given the specificity of the
PMIPv6 protocol there is only one entry being all the MAGs configured
with the same link local address. The LIF has one default route in
its routing table pointing to the link local address of the MAG (it
should be noted that the same as before applies). The prefix list
contains all the prefixes received during the attachment phase. The
destination cache may contain multiple entries but the next hops is
the same for all entries pointing the link local address of the MAG.
The LIF should maintain the following data structures as depicted in
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figure Figure 5
LIF TABLE
+===============================+
| PIF_ID | FLOW RoutingPolicies |
|
| Home Network Prefix |
|
| Link Layer Address
|
|
| Status
|
+-------------------------------|
| PIF_ID | FLOW RoutingPolicies |
|
| Home Network Prefix |
|
| Link Layer Address
|
|
| Status
|
+-------------------------------+
| ....
| ....
|
+===============================+

FLOW table
+===============================+
| FLOW ID | PIF_ID
|
+-------------------------------+
| FLOW_ID | PIF_ID
|
+===============================+

Figure 5
The LIF table maintains the mapping between the LIF and each PIF
associated to the LIF (see P3). For each PIF entry the table should
store the associated Routing Policies, the Home Network Prefix
received during the SLAAC procedure, the configured Link Layer
Address (as described above) and the Status of the PIF (active, not
active).
The FLOW table allows a LIF to properly route each IP flow to the
right interface. It assumed that the LIF can identify flows
traversing its PIFs and cam map accordingly to any of the PIF. For
locally generated traffic the LIF performs interface selection. For
traffic of an existing flow received from the network on a different
PIF than the one locally stored, the LIF should interpret as an
explicit flow mobility trigger and update the PIF_ID parameter in the
corresponding table (see P6).
5.6.

MTU considerations

The LIF SHOULD be configured with the maximum MTU value that is
supported by all interfaces (see P4).
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Logical Interface Use-cases in Proxy Mobile IPv6
This section explains how the Logical interface support on the mobile
node can be used for enabling some of the Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol
features.

6.1.

Multihoming Support

A mobile node with multiple interfaces can attach simultaneously to
the Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain. Each of the attachment links are
assigned a unique set of IPv6 prefixes. If the host is configured to
use Logical interface over the physical interface through which it is
attached, following are the related considerations.

LMA’s Binding Table
+================================+
+----+
| HNP
MN-ID CoA
ATT
LL-ID |
|LMA |
+================================+
+----+
| HNP-1 MN-1 PCoA-1 5
ZZZ |
//\\
| HNP-2 MN-1 PCoA-2 4
ZZZ |
+---------//--\\-----------+
(
//
\\
)
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\--------+
//
\\
PCoA-1 //
\\ PCoA-2
+----+
+----+
(WLAN) |MAG1|
|MAG2| (WiMAX)
+----+
+----+
\
/
\
/
HNP-1 \
/ HNP-2
\
/
\
/
+-------+ +-------+
| if_1 | | if_2 |
|(WLAN) | |(WiMAX)|
+-------+-+-------+
|
Logical
|
(LL-ID: ZZZ) |
Interface
| HNP-1::zzz/128
+-----------------| HNP-2::zzz/128
|
MN
|
+-----------------+
Figure 6: Multihoming Support
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o

The mobile node detects the advertised prefixes from the MAG1 and
MAG2 as the on link prefixes on the link to which the Logical
interface is attached.

o

The mobile node can generate address configuration using stateless
auto configuration mode from any of those prefixes.

o

The applications can be bound to any of the addresses bound to the
Logical interface and that is determined based on the source
address selection rules.

o

The host has path awareness for the hosted prefixes based on the
received Router Advertisement messages. Any packets with source
address generated using HNP_1 will be routed through the interface
if_1 and for packets using source address from HNP_2 will be
routed through the interface if_2.

6.2.

Inter-Technology Handoff Support

The Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol enables a mobile node with multiple
network interfaces to move between access technologies, but still
retaining the same address configuration on its attached interface.
The protocol enables a mobile node to achieve address continuity
during handoffs. If the host is configured to use Logical interface
over the physical interface through which it is attached, following
are the related considerations.
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LMA’s Binding Table
+================================+
+----+
| HNP
MN-ID CoA
ATT
LL-ID |
|LMA |
+================================+
+----+
| HNP-1
MN-1 PCoA-1 5
ZZZ |
//\\
(pCoA-2)(4) <-change
+---------//--\\-----------+
(
//
\\
)
(
//
\\
)
+------//--------\\--------+
//
\\
PCoA-1 //
\\ PCoA-2
+----+
+----+
(WLAN) |MAG1|
|MAG2| (WiMAX)
+----+
+----+
\
/
\
Handoff /
\
----> / HNP-1
\
/
\
/
+-------+ +-------+
| if_1 | | if_2 |
|(WLAN) | |(WiMAX)|
+-------+-+-------+
|
Logical
|
(LL-ID: ZZZ) |
Interface
| HNP-1::zzz/128
+-----------------|
|
MN
|
+-----------------+
Figure 7: Inter-Technology Handoff Support
o

When the mobile node performs an handoff between if_1 and if_2,
the change will not be visible to the applications of the mobile
node. It will continue to receive Router Advertisements from the
network, but from a different sub-interface path.

o

The protocol signaling between the network elements will ensure
the local mobility anchor will switch the forwarding for the
advertised prefix set from MAG1 to MAG2.

o

The MAG2 will host the prefix on the attached link and will
include the home network prefixes in the Router Advertisements
that it sends on the link.
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Flow Mobility Support

For supporting flow mobility support, there is a need to support
vertical handoff scenarios such as transferring a subset of
prefix(es) (hence the flows associated to it/them) from one interface
to another. The mobile node can support this scenario by using the
Logical interface support. This scenario is similar to the Intertechnology handoff scenario defined in Section 6.2, only a subset of
the prefixes are moved between interfaces.
Additionally, IP flow mobility in general initiates when the LMA
decides to move a particular flow from its default path to a
different one. The LMA can decide on which is the best MAG that
should be used to forward a particular flow when the flow is
initiated e.g. based on application policy profiles) and/or during
the lifetime of the flow upon receiving a network-based or a mobilebased trigger.
As an example of mobile-based triggers, the LMA could receive input
(e.g.by means of a layer 2.5 function via L3 signaling [RFC5677])
from the MN detecting changes in the mobile wireless environment
(e.g. weak radio signal, new network detected, etc.). Upon receiving
these triggers, the LMA can initiate the flow mobility procedures.
For instance, when the mobile node only supports single-radio
operation (i.e. one radio transmitting at a time), only sequential
(i.e. not simultaneous) attachment to different MAGs over different
media is possible. In this case layer 2.5 signaling can be used to
perform the inter-access technology handover and communicate to the
LMA the desired target access technology, MN-ID, Flow-ID and prefix.
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IANA Considerations
This specification does not require any IANA Actions.
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Security Considerations
This specification explains the operational details of Logical
interface on an IP host. The Logical Interface implementation on the
host is not visible to the network and does not require any special
security considerations.
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When a Mobile Node attaches to the mobile network using multiple
access networks, it is important for the Mobile Network Gateway to
know whether the Mobile Node is capable of simultaneous multi-access,
so that the former can distribute the traffic flows using the most
appropriate interface. This document defines a new EAP attribute
which can be used for such an indication to the Mobile Network
Gateway.
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Introduction
With multi-access, a Mobile Node (MN) may be simultaneously attached
to a mobile network. For instance, in the 3GPP architecture, a MN
may be attached to the same Mobile Network Gateway (called PGW) via
4G cellular LTE technology as well as the Wireless LAN (WiFI)
technology. Such simultaneous access provides opportunity to
distribute traffic based on the most appropriate access for the type
of traffic in question (and potentially based on the Time Of the
Day). In order to accomplish this flow distribution (or flow
mobility), the MNG needs to know that the MN’s attachment is for
multi-access (and not handover) purposes and that the MN has
necessary host abstractions to support prefix sharing across access
interfaces. This document defines an attribute to be used during the
EAP-AKA authentication process so that the 3GPP AAA server
understands the MN’s capabilities. Subsequently, the 3GPP AAA server
provides the MN’s capabilities in the Diameter message to the PGW,
which can then make the policy decision to perform flow mobility
accordingly.

2.

Protocol Overview and Extensions
In the 3GPP architecture [3gpp.4g-2], two types of "non-3GPP"
accesses are supported. In the trusted access model, the access
network is considered trustworthy by the 3GPP network operator. An
example of a trusted network is another cellular network such as CDMA
or WiMax, but may also include broadband wireline network with WiFi
access (such as a residential access network operated by the 3GPP
cellular service provider). In the untrusted access model, the 3GPP
service provider does not possess a trust relationship with the non3GPP access provider. An example includes WiFi hot spot access.
In the trusted access model, the MN communicates with an Access
Network Gateway (ANG). In the untrusted access model, the MN
communicates with a node called ePDG that serves as a secure data
termination point. In both the trusted and untrusted access models,
the MN performs EAP-AKA or EAP-AKA’ authentication. In the trusted
access model, the EAP-AKA messages are transported from the MN to the
ANG over a protocol specific to the access network. In the untrusted
access model, the EAP-AKA messages are transported from the MN to the
ePDG over IKEv2. Both the ANG and the ePDG communicate with the
(3GPP) AAA server using Diameter. This is shown in Figure 1, which
we explain further below.
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MN
ANG/ePDG
AAA
MNG (PGW)
|
|
|
|
|---- EAP ------->|--- AAA[EAP] -->|
|
|
|
|
|
|<--- EAP --------|<--- AAA[EAP] --|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|----------------|---- PBU ---------->|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|<----- AAA ---------|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|------ AAA -------->|
|
|
|
|
|
|<---------------|----- PBA ----------|
|
|
|
|

Figure 1: Authentication and Registration
o The MN attaches to the non-3GPP access network
o The MN performs EAP-AKA or EAP-AKA’ authentication. The EAP
messages are sent over IKEv2 when the MN is connected using
untrusted access.
o As a part of the EAP-AKA procedure, the MN responds with EAPResponse/AKA-Challenge message. In this message, the MN includes
a new attribute AT_MA_IND which indicates that the MN’s attachment
is for multi-access purposes, and that the MN supports the
necessary abstraction (Logical Interface) for flow mobility.
o The ANG/ePDG forward the EAP message to the AAA server using the
Diameter protocol message Authorization Request (AAR) message
specified in [RFC4005].
o The 3GPP AAA server verifies through subscription records (at
HSS) that the the MN is allowed to use flow mobility.
Subsequently, the AAA server provides the result in a new EAP
attribute AT_MA_STATUS in the EAP-Request/AKA-Notification message
(which is used for indicating the IP Mobility Selection mode).
The EAP message sent using the Diameter Authorization Answer (AAA)
message to the ANG/ePDG, which forwards the EAP message to the MN.
o The ANG/ePDG sends the PMIP6 PBU message
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o The PGW contacts the AAA server to update the PGW’s address for
the MN’s connection
o The AAA server provides the MN’s multi-access indication and
Logical Interface capability in a new MN_MULTIACCESS
(0x0000000000000003) flag in the MIP6-Feature-Vector AVP
[RFC5447].
o The PGW now understands that the MN is capable of flow mobility.
It provides a prefix in the PBA accordingly. For instance, it may
provide a new prefix as well as one or more of the alreadyassigned prefixes in the PBA.
o The ANG/ePDG MUST be able to provide forwarding support for the
prefixes provided in the PBA, regardless of the type of attachment
indicated in the PBU message.

3.

IANA Considerations
This document defines a new flag for the MIP6-Feature-Vector AVP in
RFC 5447, which may need IANA assignment.

4.

Security Considerations
This documents defines a new EAP attribute to extend the capability
of EAP-AKA protocol as specified in Section 8.2 of RFC 4187
[RFC4187]. This attribute is passed from the MN to the AAA server.
The document does not specify any new messages or options to the EAPAKA protocol.
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mechanisms, such as IEEE 802.1X, and the Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol
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domain. Furthermore, the use of authentication method specific
identifiers for unique identification of mobile nodes during setup
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Introduction
Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [RFC5213] represents the IETF’s protocol
for network-based mobility management and is being deployed in
various standards, such as the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP), to complement host mobility. According to the PMIPv6
standard, mobile nodes (MN) do not require a secure interface to the
mobility anchor (LMA), as there is no direct signaling for mobility
management between the MN and the LMA, but the Mobility Access
Gateway (MAG) sets up and maintains a mobility binding on the LMA on
behalf of the host by means of a Proxy Binding Update (PBU).
[RFC5213] requires a successful authentication of the MN before the
MAG sends a PBU to the LMA to set up a mobility binding for the MN.
Furthermore, it assumes the MAG to be informed about a mobile node
identifier (MN-Identifier), which unambiguously identifies the MN
during the mobility session. Such MN-Identifier can be a static
identifier or a temporary identifier, which may be derived from a
static identifier.
This document intends to provide guidelines for PMIPv6 to inter-work
with access authentication protocols which have been designed for
IEEE 802-type of link technologies. Initial versions of this
document focus on IEEE 802.1X and its recommendation to use the
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [RFC3748]. Based on the
procedure for general inter-working, more specific use cases are
documented for discussion and reference. These use cases include the
use of the Wireless LAN technology according to the IEEE 802.11
standard to provide trusted access to 3GPP’s packet core network. So
far, WLAN has been considered as untrusted access being even provided
by third parties and MNs connect through WLAN to the mobile operator
network through an established secure tunnel. Stepping towards WLAN
trusted access avoids the overhead of an established IPsec tunnel
with a packet data gateway in the operator’s core network, but
requires inter-working between WLAN access authentication and the
operator’s authentication and identification mechanisms. In the
context of trusted WLAN access and network-based mobility management,
WLAN security is being used to protect traffic on the wireless link
whereas the trust relationship between a MAG and the LMA is used to
convey traffic through the operator’s core network.
The first version of this document discusses inter-working between
IEEE 802.1X EAP and PMIPv6 as well as some specific use cases for
trusted WLAN access in 3GPP’s evolved packet core, which are based on
recommended authentication schemes, such as EAP-AKA [RFC5448].
Further use cases with different EAP authentication schemes as well
as inter-working between PMIPv6 and web authentication will be added
to future versions of this document. Prior to describing details of
PMIPv6 inter-working with various access authentication schemes in
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Section 4, Section 3 describes functional objectives to enable
trusted WLAN access to mobile operator networks and efficient interworking between WiFi access authentication and operators’ mobility
management as well as policy and AAA infrastructure.
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Conventions and Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
This document uses the terminology of [RFC5213]. The following
additional terms are used in the context of this draft:
o

AAA -- Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

o

EAP -- Extensible Authentication Protocol

o

PCC -- Policy and Charging Control

o

PMK -- Pairwise Master Key
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Functional Objectives
Major motivation and objective to document inter-working between WiFi
access authentication and PMIPv6 is to describe complete system
operation, message sequences and identification schemes for networkbased mobility management using PMIPv6 including IEEE 802.11-based
access as proven and widely accepted radio technology and associated
authentication mechanisms. Inter-action between access
authentication and mobility management allows the specification of
missing components in [RFC5213], mainly referring to MAG operation
being triggered by successful MN authentication and MN
identification.
The relevance of WiFi radio access is proven by various standards’
initiative in specifying inter-working with IEEE 802.11-based
technology. One example is the 3GPP’s interest in supporting traffic
offload to WLAN networks. Another example is the WiMax Forum’s
Network Architecture, which consider a WiFi-WiMAX inter-working
function to enable access to the WiMAX network through WiFi radio
access and to support handover between WiFi and WiMAX radio access.
The PMIPv6 standard [RFC5213] assumes a completed and successful
access authentication of MNs (or their subscriber) before the MAG
registers the MN at an LMA by means of a PBU. One objective of this
document is to analyze relevant access authentication schemes and to
document the operation of PMIPv6 in dependency of these
authentication mechanisms. The EAP procedure as IEEE 802.X
recommendation is being considered most relevant at this time. Webauthentication is a further popular access authentication scheme,
which can be analyzed and inter-working with PMIPv6 can be specified,
even though manual subscriber inter-action during access
authentication conflicts with automatic and seamless operation, e.g.
during dual radio handover from 3GPP access to WiFi access.
A further objective is to analyze the details of preferred
authentication schemes, taking 3GPP and WiMAX Forum recommendations
into account, and to document the use of common identifiers for
access authentication and PMIPv6-based mobility management. Such
identifier-specific inter-working must take further requirements,
such as unique identification of a MN during the mobility session,
into account. Some identifiers, which are generated during access
authentication, are unique for an MN, but are not stable and valid
beyond a certain radio access point. In such case, the MAG must use
a different identifier or resolve such temporary identifier into a
unique identifier which is valid beyond a single access point and
MAG.
A further goal is to analyze inter-working between access
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authentication schemes and PMIPv6 during handover, which may also
imply a change in the radio access technology. Treatment of
authentication methods, keys and identifiers and associated interworking with PMIPv6 operation is documented.
Figure 1 depicts a high-level view of a WiFi network being integrated
into a mobile operator network as trusted access. Instead of using a
Security and Mobility Gateway, such as the 3GPP’s Packet Data Gateway
(PDG), which terminates an IPsec tunnel with the UE, the system
relies on concatenated protected links between the UE and the WiFi
access network, as well as between the WiFi access network and the
LMA. The illustrated setup assumes a MAG function to be co-located
with the WiFi Access Point or a WiFi Controller (Ctrlr). Interworking between WiFi access authentication, PMIPv6 operation and the
operator network’s AAA and PCC (Policy and Charging Control)
infrastructure is achieved by means of associated interfaces with the
LMA. Future extensions may consider a direct policy configuration
interface with the WiFi access network controller. This version of
the inter-working document does not assume a direct policy control
interface between the WiFi access network and the operator’s PCC
system. If needed, the PMIPv6 protocol interface may be proposed to
convey associated information. Policy configuration in the WiFi
access network is considered out of scope of this documentation.
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+-------+ +-----+
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+---+---+ |
|
+--+
:
|
+-----+
|MN|˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
:
|
|
+--+
+-II-+
:
+---+ +---+
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| |
| AP +---+
+---+---+
+-+-+-+
+----+
|
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|
+
+--------+
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/ Packet \
˜˜˜˜˜
|
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|
+---<
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>
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|
+-------+
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\ Network /
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Figure 1: Integration of the WiFi radio technology to provide trusted
access to mobile operator networks
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Inter-working with IEEE 802.1X EAP

4.1.

General use with authentication against a RADIUS Server

IEEE 802.1X recommends EAP for access authentication, which can make
use of an Authentication Server using for example the RADIUS protocol
between the Authenticator and the Authentication Server. [RFC3579]
specifies RADIUS extensions to convey EAP attributes between an
Authenticator and the RADIUS server. Figure 2 depicts general interworking between PMIPv6 and IEEE 802.1X using EAP.

+--+
+--------+
+---+
+------++------+
|MN|
|WiFi CPE|
|LMA|
|RADIUS|| DHCP |
+--+
| MAG
|
+---+
|Server||Server|
|
+--------+
|
+------++------+
|
|
|
|
|
|---EAPOL Start---->|
|
|
|
|<---EAP REQ[IDap]--|
|
|
|
(1)|--EAP RESP[IDmn]-->|-----RADIUS Access REQ[IDmn]---->|
|
|<-EAP REQ[Method]--|<--RADIUS Access Chall[EAP REQ]--|
|
(2)|-EAP RESP[Method]->|----RADIUS Access REQ[Method]--->|
|
|<-EAP REQ[Method]--|<--RADIUS Access Chall[EAP REQ]--|
|
|-EAP RESP[Method]->|----RADIUS Access REQ[Method]--->|
|
|<---EAP SUCCESS----|<-RADIUS Access Accept[EAP SUC]--|
|
(3)|
LMA
|
|
|
|
assigned
|
|
|
(4)|<----EAPOL-Key---->|
|
|
|
(5)|
|----PBU[SSID,IDmn]-->|<------DHCP------->|
|
|<-----PBA[IPmn]------|
|
|
|
+======IP tunnel======+
|
|
(6)|---DHCP Discover-->|----DHCP Discover--->|
|
|
|<-DHCP Offer[IPmn]-|<--DHCP Offer[IPmn]--|
|
|
|--DHCP REQ[IPmn]-->|---DHCP REQ[IPmn]...>|
|
|
(7)|<-DHCP Ack[IPmn]---|<--DHCP Ack[IPmn]----|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|<------data--------+======IP tunnel======+--->- |
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 2: PMIPv6 inter-working with WPA2-802.1X access authentication
against a RADIUS server
After the MN has associated with a WiFi Access Point, the EAPOL
procedure starts (1). EAP attributes are mapped by the WiFi AP/Ctrlr
between EAPOL on the wireless link and RADIUS operation on the link
towards the RADIUS server. The RADIUS server selects one or multiple
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authentication methods, which are performed with the MN in a
challenge-response procedure (2). As a result of a successful EAP
procedure, the RADIUS server may assign an LMA to the MN and signal
the LMA identifier or the LMA IP address to the MAG function in the
WiFi access network (3). The MN and the WiFi Access Point can now
negotiate the Session Key to protect the wireless access (4). At
that time, the MAG can take the EAP success as trigger to initiate
the PBU registration of the MN with the LMA (5). The keys and
identifiers being used and generated differ between the EAP and
authentication method. In general, the MAG should not use the
generated Session Key or security association identifier, as scope is
limited to the the MN’s association with the Access Point. More
suitable is an identifier being negotiated during the authentication
procedure with the RADIUS server, e.g. based on the Pairwise Master
Key (PMK) or any identifier which derives from the PMK without
including single Access Point specific information, such as the AP’s
MAC address. One example, which will be described in more detail in
future versions of this document, is the use of the International
Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) to derive a NAI at the
Authentication Server. This IMSI-based NAI is then used as MNIdentifier in the PBU. Such approach is being proposed in 3GPP for
trusted access to the mobile operator network through non-3GPP type
radio access networks [3GPP-TS23.402] [3GPP-TS33.402].
As a result of the MN’s registration, the LMA performs DHCP with a
DHCP server to retrieve a valid IP address for the MN (IPmn). The
assigned IP address is then signaled to the MAG in the PBA. The MN
learns about this IP address from the DHCP procedure (6). After
successful completion of the DHCP procedure (7), the MN can use the
protected wireless link to communicate with the network
infrastructure.
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Security Considerations
This document analyzes and documents inter-working between WiFi
access authentication and PMIPv6 mobility management to enable
trusted access to a mobile operator network which uses network-based
mobility management. The document refers to standard operation of
PMIPv6 [RFC5213] as well as well accepted WiFi authentication
mechanisms, such as EAP using a RADIUS server as authentication
server, without introducing new messages or message sequences.
Solely the inter-working of access authentication and PMIPv6 is
described by means of message sequence charts. Furthermore, the use
of identifiers, which are built during access authentication, for MN
identification in the PMIPv6-based mobility management protocol is
described. Hence, the documented inter-working should not introduce
any new security threats.
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IANA Considerations
This document is based on standardized protocols for WiFi access
authentication and network-based mobility management. No additional
protocol messages and options are specified so far in this document.
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